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THE CLUB HAVING
ENJOYABLE OUTING

unless there is a guide,” H. O. weeks ago is to be one of the last
Templeton was also with them and to leave the isflSaind.
Mr.
Gardiner
they started for the climb up Azis- and Mr. Farrington have the fun and
oolnos mountain, taking their tent exercise of building wharfs in front
and supplies.
of their camps for their own use.
The steamer took the
company The water is now so very low and
over to Upper Dam and they wailk- the shore of the lake dry for a long
Party
Regretfully Leave Their ed across to Moilyobunkamumk lake distance they can pile up the rocks
and went by motor boat across. It and build as firm piers as they wish
Artistic Summer Home
was decided they would not foflflow on dry land, which when they come
the usual trail, but strike out and next spring will be ten feet under
blaze their own trail in a direct water.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
course up the mountain.
It was a
The Barker closed the first of the
T h e First D u ty O f A n y
rough Climb and a hard one and week and the following party came
The
Birches,
Maine,
R ifle Is T o S h o o t Straight
they were not more than half way! down here to enjoy the last
ten
Mooselookmeguntic Lake,
T h e things that distinguish R em m g to n -U M C Big G a m e Rifles
up
when
a
halt
was
called.
As
the!
days
of
the
season:
Mrs.
Thomas
from all others of their class are .certain fundamental refinements
Sept. 25—This place does not seem as dHoiUds told of a coming shower they
Stewart and daughter, Miss F. L,
invented and used exclusively b y the Remington Arm s-LJnion
if
next Thursday, October 1, would be pitched their tent, built a fire on a Stewart, Mrs. L. A. Ewald of New
Metallic Cartridge Com pany.
closed for the season.
H iirh P o w e r S l i d e A c t i o n R e p e a t e r s with the famous R e m big ledge and were just in time to York and Miss T. H. PleadKveM of
m g t o o -U M C Slide Action feature:
Six shot; Hannnerleas; 2 2 inch
This week over 50 persons under the get under cover when down came the Washington, D. C, The ladies are
O rdnan ce Steel barrel, patented quick-adjustable Straight Bar R e a l
Sight and new design C c i ’per B ead Front Sight. Cham bered for .2 5
leadership of George D. Newcomb of rain.
But everybody kept dry and! greatly charmed with, life in a log
Rem ington. - 3 0 R em ington. .3 2 Rem ington aad .3 5 Reraingtoa
Boston nearly all members of the well everymody kept good natured
. cartridges.
and cabin and Hike many others, think
A u t o l o a d i n g R i f l e s — Five shota at one loading— you simply pitas
known Appalachian club are having everybody slept some betWeen the til is tiie ideal way and ideal place
the trigger for each shot.
A utom atically ejecta empties and loads
the fresh shell.
M a d e with the famous R e m in g to n -U M C Solid
one of the most enjoyable autumn ex heavy showers which by
morning to spend the summer.
Breech; H am m etless; Poeidve Safety D e v ice ; Chambered for .2 5
cursions ever. By special cars they bad become a rain storhi* and they
R em ington. . 3 0 Rem ington, .3 2 Rem ington and .3 5 Rem ington
Soon the island will be a lonely
cartridges— and the new .2 2 calibre R --m in g to n -U M C A u toload 
reached Bemis last Saturday night and gave up trying to reach the top of spot, as the city guests and
ing R ifle, shooting the .2 2 Rem ington A u t o lo a d in g Cartridge.
the
were met there by Capt. Barker with the mountain and came back ail de employees about the place will all
L ook far the dealer w ho displays the R *J B i l l M cr!( o f Rem ington.
U M C . H e has these R e ir.in g to n -(J M C R ules in stock n o w .
the steamboat “ Florence,” which this claring they had had a fine time and be away.
or can get them for you.
The wind will take the
week is at their disposal.
T o keep your gun cleaned so d lubricated
were ready this morning to start cut fallen leaves in a mad frolic
over
rig/ii. usei R e m O il ,. the n ew
Here at The Birches a fine supper for Observatory mountain, and as the sjflent place where only the
rust
__ Ppowder solvent,
. ______
reventative. and gun
was waiting them and it was the fol the day promises to be a good one birds and wild creatures will wait
lowing jolly, happy party who gathered as I write this, quite a party
are ifor the winter to pass, and
may
around the long tables, and the week’s getting ready to start, while others only good tilings come to all before
pleasure commenced: F. H. Barbour of are planning walks and a sail on the another spring time and with the
birds and flowers, friend again greets
Auburndale; Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Bean lake.
r Remington Arras-Union Metallic Cartridge Co*
There are two oars side-tracked friend here at the Birches, on this
of Framingham; Mr. and Mrs. E. F.
2 99 B r o a d w a y . N e w Y o r k C i t y
Mooselookmeguntic,
Brigham of Boston; Miss Jessie M. for the party at Bemis, who take island in the
Caddoo, Miss Mary Caddoo, Dorches the noon train to-morrow, Saturday, one of the Rangeley Lakes, now
with known the world over,
C. H. Chandler, Cambridge; Miss for Boston, all much pleased
GRANT’S CAMPS.
HENNEBAGO, MAINE
% ter;
There are over
M. W. Chapin, Winter Hill; Miss Fan the week’s trip.
!
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine. £
A)pplacihian
nie Chanery, Framingham; Miss A. E. 1000 members of the
• Grant’ s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
Chippendale, Boston; Mr. and Mrs. Club and there is room enough for
shall keep open during the hunting season. Wrtte us for reservations.
Rangeleys, andj
Clift Clapp, West Newton; Miss A. L. all here at the
ED GRANT & SON CO.
I
Clement, West Somerville; Miss M T. Capt. Barker has proved there is n,o
Cooke, Washington, D. C.; Miss M. A. better place to come and they have
Dunn, Roxbury; Miss I M,' Felt, Som been welcomed here several timesj
________
*8
erville;
Miss Edith Frehch* Miss I. L. and “ come again,” we shall be glad
|
to
have
you.
|
BALD M OUNTAIN C AM PSB‘ldM2”i " “ ‘“ | Copeland, Mrs. Brooks, West Somer The last ten days many of the Poston Fisherman Still; Reeling
ville; Miss Helen P. Eastman, Mr. and
Bald’ Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on MoOSelookmeS Mrs. George Emerson, Miss C. A. September guests have
regretfully.
Them
Gu, sts Go 0 n
auntie Lake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps—Telephone connections—Tw o mails daily—Write for free circular.
Ftrry; Miss Rebecca Green, Mrs. S. H. said good bye.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r.,
Bald Mountain,” Maine
Dr. and Mrs. P. H. Ingallls
of
B. Hosford, Mrs. E. J. Morris, G. D.
Hunting Trips
Newcomb, Miss Dorothy Root, F. H. Hartford, Conn., left yesterday after
'
j
---------Stratton, Boston; Mrs. Wright, Miss a [month in camp.
A. M. Wright, Mrs. H. N. Glover,
In June Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Morse
.
.
,
,,
„ T.
™
i
(Special Correspondence.)
West Newton; Mrs. E. S. Wilkinson, and, daughter,
Mass Clara of StackFOR REAL SPORT COME TO
|
Miss Margaret Ward, Miss Agnes bridge, Mass., arrived.
Tiheiir camp
Rangeley Lake House, Rangeley,
BLAK ESLE E LAKE G A M PS
| Ward, Mrs. George Stevens, Brook has been one of the most attractive |Sept. 30.—The summer has ended
The best Deer, Bear and Bird Shooting in the State of Maine.
X line; N. H. Glover, Neponset; Miss E. and artistic of any on the island; and the autumn days have
come,
Comfortable, well heated, individual cabins, best of table.
Y F. Gould, Mrs. H. G. Gould, Spring- with wonderful taste the decorations This evening around the open fires,
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Skinner, Maine
% field; Miss P. C. Lyons, Lexington; aid in green frepu the draperies, the brightly burning the last guests to
Miss Alice Mason, Edgar W. Metcalf, spruce boughs around the cabin to linger are pleasantly chatting of
_________________________________________ _______________________________ i Winchester; Miss Edith M. McElorv, the dainty tea set and the afternoon the happy season just closing and of
Somerville; Mr. and Mrs. C. A. New j tea in camp lias been one of the i the coming winter of-city life. After
ell, Jamaica Plain; Miss A. M. Pater delights for all who gave the latch breakfast to-morrow morning, Octobthe
son, Hawthorne; Mr. and Mrs. Har- string a puiU and received a hearty er ^ the hotel closes), wishing
land A. Perkins, Wakefield; Miss Ger welcome.
But tc-clay the camp is! departing guests a happy winter and
trude M. Small, Wollaston; Miss Abby being changed as trunks and boxes will he ready to welcome them again
W. Sullivan, Roxbury; Mr. and Mrs. E. are packed and to-morrow the fam next June when the hotel opens for
ily return to their hetaue.
F o r fa r t h e r p a r t i c u la r s w r it e o r a d d r e s s
A. Whitman, Cambridge.
the season of 1915,
Not everyone who takes an
in
To many it was a novel experience to
In the morning Mrs. Wood will
live in the large, comfortable log cab terest in a new book now being pub accompany Mrs. Cunningham in her
m
m
m
notable touring car to Poland Springs Where
ins, each with a .sitting room and a big lished, perhaps the most
open fire, a bat h room and the sleeping biographical work of the year, “ S. they will remain for two weeks while
rooms, and the broad piazza in front of b. By Morse, Letters and Journals ]\jr. Cunningham and daughter, Miss
by his sen Ed/ward L. Morse, know Cunningham, accompanied by Miss
each “ little log house.”
The company settled themselves in that most of the hook was written Addie Wood of Buffalo, N. Y., and
different parties ana were all neighbors in camp here at the Birchesi, where Miss M. S. Spear of Brooklyn, N,
go to
Little
having a most social and jolly time as the click of the telegraph invented I Y>> as thei,r
never Kennebago tcT a. caimjping trip. They
they called on each other. Sunday was by Mr. Morse’s father was
heard.
Houghton, Mifflin Company are to ^
fQT gu.ides> Nate ^
a beautiful day arid everyone was out
AS A
will hiring out this work in October. Hainry Quimby and Frank
Porter.
of doors, following the trail around the
It will be in two volumes, of which The trio of young ladies are
all
island, rowing and fishing on the lake,
the first will deal largely with the good shots and have paid the $25.
and the steamer took all for a sail over
artistic career, upon
which Mr. license and we have no dcuht
but
the lake to see the different places of
Morse was wellli launched., with suc what each will! bring out a deer. Mr.
-This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy o f interest, hotels, camps, etc.
cess in both, London and
Paris.
access and nearly all the camps are open through the Tuesday with Capt. Barker they had While the second will telil in more and Mrs. W. W. Cunningham have
closed their beautiful summer home
a great day’s outing up Cupsuptic
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and stream where they lunched. Wednes detail than has ever been done be- on the shore of Rangeley Lake and
fore, the stoiy of the invention of
will go hack to New York after the
day the party again started out in the the electric telegraph and his life ^
small game are very abundant.
steamer, part of the company going up after that achievement.
The book
Bald mountain on this side and down is largely made up of Mr. Morse’s
m'any olcl friends of Mr. and
Issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn the other; the others going to Haines letters and is copiously illustrated, Mrs- Geo- S‘ KeeP were delighted to
ished upon application to
Landing and all meeting on Rangeley the pictures in the first voluble be- Rreet them last Wednesday. They
spent
Phillips, Maine. lake, the steamboat Rangeley in the ing from his own portraits of him motored from Portland and
General Manager,
F. N . BEAL,
afternoon, and taking a sail around the self and friends.
several
days
here.
We have often
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Johnson and
Read t h e a d v e r tis e m e n ts In M a in e j lake visiting the camps and hotels and wondered if a better spot could be
T R A P P I N G SE ASO N SOON BE H E R E
spending an hour at Rangeley village. found for an author or an artist, Miss M. Etise cf New York have
Woods.
They were all back at Haines Land than here in one of these
If yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
cabins*, been bore for the last week.
ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trappering and ready for the sail back to surrounded by the most
beautiful
It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick ordy
The golf link looks deserted. C.
60 cents. Every issue is crammed full of valuable
the Birches, and did justice to the pictures o f Nature in ailll its grand E Knowles of Pittsburg, Pern., who
information on Hunting. Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
supper waiting.
If one thinks* the beauty of wilderness, mountain andj came the first day of June
dermy. eto., that could not be ob ained elsewhere
and
at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
are not
good sky painted in the brilliant
colors goes home to-morrow and H. M.
S C. Wellman, publisher. Dept. M.. Huntington. an d m o th s w a n ted f o r c o l le g e *. H ig h e st J s r i e M p a i d . O u td o or Appalachian Club
su m m e r w o rk . G e t co m p le te book o f m u tru c tio n e an d e t a ils.
W. Va.
walkers and do not know the art of of sunset and the dulM colors of a j Burrows were bo*tlh n the course
S e n t ? * ’ st o m p . J A M E S S I N C L A I R . Bn tom o l o g . , t . D e p t. 9.
L o s A nureles Gal.
accomplishing many things and visit coming storm,
j to-day.
ing many places in a week’s time,
Mr. and Mrs. Chao. W. Gardner of j j ag jr; Reynolds, Judge W. Sills
O ldest F lo w e r Is the Kose.
they are mistaken and should -have Boston!, who also came early
in and Capt. John H. Palmer of East
Staggered the W itne s s .
The rose is the oldest flower of
attempted to follow in their
foot Ju'n e ' are planning to remain until 10range> N. j . f ,had a good Septem“ Now tell us,” sternly demanded the steps thiis week.
which there is any record. So great
rt-rt*' of the week.
Theirf son her outing and the Judge with a
Is the antiquity of the rose that all young legal luminary whose brow
Robert
is
now
enjoying
the last of 614 pound salmon that he
Thursday
a
party
of
16,
with
Geo.
caught
account of its origin has been lost. overhung like the back of a snapping
the
season
with
them.
D.
Newcomb
as
leader
and
as
the
trolling was high line.
In Egypt the rose is depicted on a turtle, addressing the cowering wit
Harvey Farrington of Ycnkers, N.
Maine law wisely says, “A fire can
number of monuments believed to ness, “ what was the weather, if any,
(Continued on page f i v e )
Y., whose family returned home two
not
be
buiilllt
by
parties
in
the
open
upon,
the
afternoon
in
question?”
date from 3,000 to 3,500 B. C.
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M A IN E

A HUNT IN ELKLAND
(By Oscar D. Ward-.)

Bill! Nye said of Marc Anthony that
“be owed muclr of his success
to
his judgement in selecting his par
ents,” and I can attribute my re
cent success in elk-taunting to
the
same kind of judgement, both as to
my selection of guide and country.
The guide was S. N. Leek of Jackson,. and the country, “ Jackson’s
Hole,” Wyoming, surely the best elk
country in the whole world— a true
“ eldilland.”
There are
something
like 20,000 elk in the “ Hole,” which
is a pretty little valley ab'out fifty
miles long and twenty wide, cuddled
between the manges of the
Teton
Mountains.
The summit o f these
ranges is nearly 14,000 feet,, at this
season snow-capped and
desolate.
This (little valley is one of the sad
examples of
hunters’ carelessness,
all too frequent; and the marred for
ests, the charred
and
blackened
stumps of faQien pines and quaking
aspens, present a lamentable scene—
trees that would take a half century
to replace destroyed in a single day
because of one man’s camelesness;
Our party consisted of Mr. Leek,
guide, Fred Lovejoy, cook, and the
author.
Mr. Leek is considered the
best guide in tine State of Wyoming,
and my stomach is more than will
ing to put up “ expert testimony” on
the culinary skill of Lovejoy.
W e began our journey from Leek’s
ranch at Jacksbn, and /nade a trip,
riding and walking, thirty-five miles
across the mountains to
Lovejoy’s
ranch:, our half-way station, on the
Gras Ventre River, arriving on Sun
day evening, October 5.
On
the
following morning we were off for
an early start to our
permanent
camp.
Snow fell ail, through the
night, and by the time we got start
ed it had reached the proportions
of a storm.
W e had thirty miles to
make, and the snow fell the whole
day.
By nightfall we reached our
camping grounds on Slate Creek near
Mount Lydia and Coal Ridge, at an
elevation of about 10,000 feet, and at
the northeast side of the
“ HoleThere were still several thousand
feet of mountain above us, but I had
put up money for the privilege of
hunting big game, and not for hillclimibing exhibitions*, and this
was
high enough for me.
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I want to add a word about the
tains.
Never will I see a moon
I have said that there are 20,000 era„ while I carried tire fmiost moder
gun I used—-a R</aungtoai .35 auto
light
night
upon
the
snow
but
that
elk in the “ Hole,” but I do not mean gun on the market— a Remington .35
scene will pome back to mind, and I m atic, I have used many guns for
to give you the idea that this is a automatic.
willl
hear again the whistling o f thf alii distance shooting and at
all
The elk were feeding quietly, and
government park where they line up
kinds of game, but I have never yet
antlered
monarch®.
we
drew
close
enough
to
see,
with:
the elk before breakfast to be sihot
On the next morning.. Sunday, we seen a gun that will carry as till*
from your hunk.
Far from it! T/he the aid o f the glasses, that there
were out before breakfast and off for one; and every time, at the first hit,
wa®
not
a
single
good
head
in
the
valley, or “ Hole,” is covered with a
The elk were right in our the game fell, and I did not have
good growth of grass,
while the whole herd, and it was with great a hunt.
camp
that
Worming, and we had not to shoot it two o r Hire© time# to
regret
that
I
refrained
from
trying
(mountains are heavily timbered, and
fox the most part devoid of
other my hand on a second-rate head, f r gone three hundred yards before wei kill it.
W e were walking
inf
vegetation; and it is for this rea we didn’t know at the time how met them.
Leek was sure the open, but they did not seem to
son that the elk are found in
such thick they were.
vast numbers in the valley.
It is that we would see others, and as t.’ e pay much attention to uis. I want T H E P R O N G - H O R N E D ANTELOPE
here that they come, from their sum Wyoming law ailllows but two bulls ed a good head, so we took our time.
mer range, and from the Teton game and since I wanted good specimens Just a® we were passing through a
little clump o f pines I saw a gist
reserve, and I have seen them
by he at lemgth persuaded me to wait.
I C a n a d a M a k i n g E f f o r t s to Check Its
This was my first view of these bulil within forty yards of me.
the hundred and by the
thousand.
called
to
Leek,
but
he
did
not
hear,
wonderful
animals,
and
exhilarate
Still, in spite of their great num
D is a p p e a ra n c e — T h r e e P ark*
again for
ber, the hunting is no picnic,
the by the mountain air and Hie anxiety and I did not dare call
fear
of
arousing
the
bullAt
that
to
secure
a
“head,”
we
hunted
deep snow covering the fallen trees
Secured,
with very second he looked toward®, me,
and brush, making tire going rather (with great eagerness, though
.
care, and it wa® not more than three and,, believe me, be was scirne sur-:
difficult.
When I was first told of this won or four hours later that we discover prised to see nxe there—more so than
The rescue and perpetuation of
In this, as I had been to see him, and he jumpderful elk country in Jackson’s Hole ed another small herd.
I fired in great the rapidly disappearing prong-horn*
I was prone to discount the stories in the first, there was not a good ed immediately.
about 90 per cent, for I had hunted head, and again I had to pas® them haste, but the ball went wild- pas*- ed antelope is to be undertaken by
in Montana for elk for two
years' by without firing, and with just as sing through one o f his antler®. He the Canada® Government. To this
stopped at the sihot, -either in sur-: end it enlisted the service® of Brapreviously without any luck, and I much reluctance as before.
Late on that same afternoon, ctn prise or curiosity, and before he had est Thompson Set on, the naturalist
couldn’t convince myself that there
could be such an abundance of game our way in to ca|up after a hard day time to recover hdjmself I fired again, and Maxwell Graham, ch ief of the
who
of toiling through the snow, we saw this bullet entering his left side be- Zoological division at Ottawa,
anywhere.
This doubt was stronger in my a little herd of black-tail deer sev hind the shoulder, and laying him have outlined a scheme which promThis was my first jSes success.
Thds proposes the esmind than ever when we pitched our eral hundred yards back down the out for keeps.
There was one fine buck ana finest head—a seven-pointer— tablishment c f three fenced
park*
tents immediately upon our arrival mountain.
for antelope in different parts
of
late that dismal Monday from
the in the herd, almost completely sur and with a fine mane.
W e put in the rest of that day their favorite range, on areas
not
Lovejoy ranch,, with aid of us tired, rounded by seven or eight does. We
cold and hungry.
W e had
come approached to within about 250 yards following up the herd., and though desirable for agriculture and in rethrough a good’ portion of the valley and in fear of startling these rest we were several times close enough gions that still contain wild antebut hadn’t seen any elk sign®
on less creatures, I stopped and fired to examine them at our ease with- lope.
The first shot broug! t out g(Das®es, yet we could not discov
coming in, which was due, doubtless, from there.
The first step was to outline the
quickly er any that possessed good heads an
to the very heavy fall of snow. We nothing but an echo, and I
ancient and present range of tb#
fired
again,
and
again
the
same
re
we
had
to
at
length
give
over
th
e
threw up our tents in a hurry’ and
I wa® hugely disgusted, and cha®t. for that day and return
to antelope, then to ascertain tlve prob
lost no time in preparing some sup sult.
able number at large.
The
com
camp,
bringing
the
head
and
meat
offered
my
gun
to
the
guide
to
try
a
per, which was a good treat to our
bined
evidence
of
many
game
ward
badly neglected stomach®.
Nor did shot; but he refused, saying tha|t he with us.
I fired a
We had elk and venison both fo i ens and mounted police shows that
wa tarry long after supper, but made couldn’t do any killing.
there are yet between one thousands
ailmost straight to our sleeping bags third shot then, and this time I had supper that night, and “ Kansas elk’ i
and fifteen hundred antelope s tll at
the
pleasure
cf
feeling
a
“h
it,”
and
(bacon),
cabbage,
and,
oh.
for
tfbe
and to sleep.
seeing
the
buck
pitch
forward
on
his
zest
that
we
devoured
everything
lprge in the Canad,an Northweat
When we awoke on the next morn
It was not an easy set before ue!
It seemed Hint our
Prior to the hard winter of 1
ing it was still snowing so heavily knees— dead.
W e sat and 1907* there were at least
t
that we could not stir from
camp. distance, and there was some risk cf stomach® never would fill.
around later that night planning for times as (many; but that long, fiertw
This continued for two
more days, hitting a doe.
and swapping yarns, spell of frost and deep snow killed
After drawing the deer and loading the next day
penning us in our tents and renderin
finalfly overcam e us. them
o ff by thousands. In thespring
the game possibilities more dubious him, we (moved towards camp again but sleepiness
the starving remnants weiw
I was feeling much better, in spite cf and w>e turned In for another nigl t when
than ever.
over
On the third day,, Wednesday, Oct-I my weariness, for I had a very good of that wonderful sleep which fol- making their way north
We saw on© more herd low’ s a day o f tramping
in those frozen Saskatchewan, the rotten
ober 8, with the weather cleared and little head.
gave way, according to one
ranch*
calm, and the air fresher than any cf elk before finally coming in—our rar*1 airs.
On the next morning we were u-> man. and over five hundred
w*er#
sea breeze that ever blew,
and third of the day—and in this herd
W e engulfed on one occasion
as
the snow piled in careless fashion i there was one bull that had once and gone in the wee hours.
watched tl em from the bank,
over everything, there was certainly, been a splendid specimen; but who hunted until late in the afternoon
a fine outlook for game, and Leek) had one antler knocked off. He was before we found the trail of a herd.
Seton Graham, acting for the Domtook the glasses and went out on a the only one that was above the or- and had worked anound admoat to fricn Government, set out on
d
in
ary,,
and
we
left
them
unmole
t
our
own
camp,
whien
Lovejoy
oame
little peak near camp to sight. He
running out to ua and said tlwut he 9th of May to select the lands need
soon located a herd of elk, and wej ed.
Three parks have been |
After
this
first
day
of
success
we
had seeoi a large herd up towards t. # ed.
saddled in a jiffy and started after'
w e e k north side from camp, so we started
one in e'a c*1 ot the
prafrie
them.
Leek was armed with a pair then put in the rest of the
UeLng the g lo s s y wo provinces. Alberta. Saskatchewan
of glasses and a long-distance cam i without seeing another elk, though uP that way.
Manitoba.
Cn the two former the
we hunted-every day from dawn to la s t e d a fine bull in a bond
t
wild
antelope
still range.
All the
dork.
Saturday of that week broke niiare than 1,500 yarda away, and Lr
a. beautiful sunny day, the glare o f about tHie some place wltera I had rendition®, climatic, topographic and
the sun on the snow making a bib killed th« first bull tlie day before, botanic, have been pronounced perEacjh park will be about St
lion reflections, and rendering it a I- W e worked around a tfttle knolL and ffcct‘
square miles in extent.
Fencfm
most impossible for the eye to look finally got up to within about
upon.
That night was cold
and yards of him.
There was a acdmulid was begun this summer; it will be
coyoteclear, and when the moon came
up change from there, and I
aimed ! orse-high, bo M-strong and
At the same inertant wilt) hr°c f.
A compet««nt warder w i l l b#
over the mountains and shone down and fired.
charge and in residence in eac
into the valley, and upon the wh.it the gun-crack the bull plunged for
ened trees and silver mountains, i ward and feJft, and wlhem we reached As soon as the snow conies, a r i
ful drive win be organized to
presented a scene that was splendi him he was stone dead.
in its ghost]in-ess.
A ll was
silen
W e remained in the oamp
for the fenced ranges-— Lewiston Sun.
save for the howling of some strap ■early two week® after I bad killed
gier wolf or the barking of a iltor. my limit, watching the actions
of,
coyote.
When the moon was clen- the -edit at closer range tilian
ever.
MAPS OF MAINE
est the elk cam e down into the val There were several alkali basins in
ley, with the lowing of the motborr, *• Taiiier.
to «><**>
eu, « u » RESORTS AN D ROADS
ard the whistling of the bull®, a-d for mil#s around, in hundred*, to Ucflc
iv w n i/o
their crashing through the woods like the mud and water.
They cam e in
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
some invading army upon a peacefvP such naim*l>eT8 th«a<t th<e gratis
*w&j3
o f the fishing regions of tb#
sdene. T hey passed between us and worn bare feer a hurdr* <i y&rxls ar/vur <J , maps
etc. h VSe can furnish the followthe moon, upon the summit of a thsm, and paths led out in every di ln*n»*P«:
snow-crested ridge, fcxarchlng singly reotion,Many and many a time £ ™ nk)in County
$ .50
.50
as- their wont, and presenting a pic.- were we royally entertained by tb# OxfordCotmtS*7
.50
ture that was as wonderful as it was battles they fougM for a place at t? * Piscataquis Countv
.50
unread.
W e sat
up outside <y basins* tiheir antlers crashing in
the Aroostook County'
.50
tents and watched them until the fight till you could hear them foT a Washington Counf y
.50
moon went down behind the mour-ihadf mile.
So intent were tliev ptv 2 Uti,n* -m4?p o f Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
.85
------------« «*»«r * * * «
w.
.35

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor
mation about Camps, Hotels
and recreation
Maine.

resorts

of

proach almost to within thirty yard# * ndroscoggin County
of them, and I could have kilted 200, Cumberland County
as easily as I kLTfled the two.
Hancock County

W e wanted to get a bear, and did
considerable bunting for “ •signs,” Ixut
■11 to no avail.
The snow® w «re
early this year and on account of the
fact that there were no pinon nuts,
they were all baled up widen we got
there.

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

Maine

Absolutely necessary on a hunting- trip
u health is valued. Can be adjusted to
suit temperature. Dead Grass or Oxford
Grey best colors. Scarlet for deer hunting.
Sold in sporting goods and clothing stores
generally. Ask to see it. If neseseary send
us the price. $5, and your chest measure
ment and we will send you a jacket all
charges prepaid. Return it at our expense
and get your money back if you wish. Our
booklet. The Need. The Make. The Price ”
tells all about it. A postcard will get it
Address

Geo.

F.

Webber,

manufacturer

414-416-418 Gratiot A ve.,
Detroit, Mich.

.50

Knox*County™*7
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
” fnobscot County
? j £ ! 0n Co'% P
*
Cooi>ty

J. W B R A C K E T T
Phillips-

W EBBER’S H&5VD
A L A S K A JACKET

.85

.35

FAMOUS

-

u. w. PIOKKI,,
t a x id e r m is t

,n Sporting Goods,

Fiehing

RANGfeLEY8in"’ nr kpt" n: id
Ed Grunt. Reaver Tond Camps
? u W«re8<1in? matter. intereeting.

y

" r8t ed ition w a s e x h a u ste d m u ch so o n e r
than w e e x p e c te d and th e p e p u ia r d c m a r T ^ a s
so g r e a t fo r a secon d e d itio n that w e pub lish ed
an en la rged and im p ro v e d e d itio n to l .i . 1 1 1

Twelve cents, postpaid

Stamps accepted.

J. W. B R A C K E T T CO ,
Phillips, Me.

‘ Monmouth Moccasins1

1hey are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lambent
Known the world over for e
lence. Illustrated catalogue
M . L . U E T C H E L L CO.

Monmouth,

.

.35

Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
ir.ai

.50

CO.,

BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

.35
.35
.35
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WILL REMAIN FOR
THE HUNTING

Nothing Can Keep Fresh A fter
It Is C ut Up
You can’t expect the chopped-up tobacco that comes
in packages to be fresh, because it has been chopped up
too long a time. Most o f the natural moisture and flavor
escapes from the small particles o f tobacco before they
are put in the package. B y the time you smoke them,
they are so dry that they bum fast and bite your tongue.
All the flavor and fragrance o f the tobacco is pressed
into the Sickle Plug and held there by nature’s ow n
covering— the natural leaf wrapper. W hen you whittle
a pipeful off the plug you get fresh tobacco — slowburning, coo/-smoking, rich and sweet.

Mrs. Baker and Party Make a Trip
To Dead River For The
Bird Shooting

(Special

Correspondence.)

I

Mr, and Mrs. Frank H. Coleman of Mors© of Stookhridge, Mass.,
and
Hingham, Mass., and friends,
Mr. Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Cushman and son
and Mrs. Thorndike H. Whitemore Lester D. Cushman
of
Medford,
of Newton, Mass., are here for a twe Mass., who for a Smooth have been at
weeks’ stay.
Their guides are Er Middle Dam.
nest Grant and Otis Mason and 16
John Trask of Dixfield has been
partridge they have brought in
to
here for a few days’ fishing
and
date.
more than 20 good fish he caught,
Dr. and Mrs. Horace P. Stevens cf
but only a 4-pound salmon did he
Cambridge, Mass.., are to remain her kill.
for a two weeks’ stay.
S. Simonson of Nekv York, who has
Fred M. Ambrose of New
York
has closed Ms camp and
returned been for a month at The Barker,,
spent th e ‘ week here on his return,,
home this morning.
but caught none over 3 pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Greenia and
There is not an hour in the day,
•on, who came in May left for their
home in New York Friday.
Mr. but what trout and salmon, big and
Greenia has greatly
improved in email are caught from the wharf.
health this summer and they have
Capt. Barker is having improve
enjoyed life here so much they hope ments made here.
The winter lions >
to return next year.
has been painted, a new cellar dug
Geo. B. Bearce of Lewiston, with aud cemented ij der the
“ White
his friend, Mr. Spinney of Denver Camp” and there is talk of moving
Col., Is at Beaver Pond Camps where the store back by the winter house.
vatli Chester Sweatt guide, they are To-morrow the crew are going to
enjoying a stay of several weeks.
move from the sutfnimer house into
Mrs. J. Parker Whitney of New winter quarters.
York is still at Catnip Whitney.
The flag is again flying from the
The little steamboat Dorothy B. little schoolbou&e above the railroad
wilt run. to Bern is every morning and track.
Miss Eva Farrell of Bethel
night to take the mail and passeng is the teacher for 'the winter term,
ers until the 15th of October, after that commenced on Monday.
which there will1 be only mail twice
Cummings’ MiQl is running on full
a week, each Tuesday and Friday
time and hundreds of cords of white
*ntil next May.
birch wood will! be cut into dowels
The big woodibox in the office that and shipped from this station dur
holds half a cord of wood will have ing the winter.
to be filled once a day during these
Not many weeks more before the
cold fall days, while the office is
open and sportsman and guide sit a lake will be frozen over.

Upper Dam, Sept. 26.—The warn
days are past and now the cool day
have coma, for the thermometer tha
morning told that it was but
4
degrees above the zero weather tha
will soon be here and the snow cov
etring the ground.
The
water i
still rushing over the dam and th
lake will soon be lowered to
th
original shore.
The huge pine tre
You don’t pay for a package—don’t waste any tobacco—
stumps of years ago can now b
and get more tobacco for your money. Buy some Sickle at your
seen here and there, for the wa.te
dealer’s today. You’ll find the Sickle way is the only w ay to get
lias already gone down ten feet an
a satisfying smoke.
tli© boat cannot come into the whiar
by tire dam, but has to make a land
ing on the shore at the head of th
channel about half way to Black
Point Camps.
When we
realize
that but for the Union Water Power
Company, who have control of the
water in these lakes, thousands o
spindles in the big cotton mills in
Lewiston and the lumber mills in
Berlin, N. H., would now be
shut
down and hundreds of persons idle
five are glad that the water is tliius
controlled and used to benefit
so round the huge open fire to
smoke
The boats will run until October
many of our people.
the friendly pipe, exchange their 1, after that the Florence wild be
Tire west canijp is closed and near day’s hunting experience and play a taken from the water and the Frye,
Bu/t later when the only now and then will make a trip
day it was of the size of five
or ly all of the happy
company of game of 500.
six baseballs ail rolled into one. It guests have separated., leaving fo •now comes and the lake freezes up the lake., as The Birches' closes
suggests in shape a large batch
of their homes in different states for over even the office will be closed, on Thursday.
“ riz” bread for a sizeable
family, a winter of city life, planning
to kwt there wtft always be a warm
room in the rear of the house and
only it is in color
much whiter. come back next summer.
When the Bath Tiipa.es man called to
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Van Dusan had plenty of good things to eat, for Mr. N E W D E T O U R B E T W E E N F R Y E and Mrs. Walter Chadwick
and
see tlhe curiosity hie took it to be
Dart of Sixth Co. Makes a String at first sight, a block of purest white their auto towed on the scow across children*, Mr. and Mrs. Obas. E.
BURG A N D B R ID G T O N .
the Mooselookmeguntlc Lake,
t
marble smoothed
into spherical Haines Landing, and with “ Bill” as Grant and son and tfee usual winter
of 19 Bullseyes at 300 Yards
shape.
To the touch, it yields like cute a little dog as ever comes to crew are to remain here, and may
dough.
This particular kind
of Maine for the summer, they writs onlr good things and happy days
Rapid Fire
A new detour around the
state
stormy
puff ball is of the (mushroom family, of a wonderful trip through the land com® with the cold and
road work now in progress between
winter.
only in appearance when sliced more back to their New York luime.
Bridgton and Fryeburg was laid out
like
an
egg
plant,
but
with
the
Jack Frost has been most kind to yesterday by representatives of the
Co. F, 2d Infantry, of Dover led a
Mir. and Mrs. Stephen H. Palmer
field of 27 rifle teams in the com interior filled with veins instead of and daughter, Miss L. A. Palmer of leave the large beds and boxes of Maine Automobile Association and
It is said to be of Milford, Penn., who came the first scarlet geraniums in all their beauty the new route is by long odds the
pany team match at the state shoot seeds and pulLp.
in Aubuim last week, and, with an a delicate and delightful flavor, the of June., pllan to remain until
the and everyone who goes home takes best that has been used this sum
slice
aggregate of 685, made at 200 and
o£ cooking being to
middle of October.
With
Elmer a big bunch of these handsome blos mer around the state road construc
tion between the two points. One
300 yards rapid fire and 600
slow the puff ball in thickness and after Woodbury, guide, Mr. Palmer is still soms.
From the piazza one often sees a of the best features about it is that
fire, is not seriously threatened for dipping in bread-crumb® or batter enjoying the fishing, but not in the
It appears out
of
first honors.
The fight for second fry in butter.
pool, and now and thee coma*
in big trout or salmon jumip below the for over four miles of its length it
the
earth
rarely,
but
when
it
springs
j
joining the
is between the first division, Naval
with a partridge", and when the deer white water, for they know they an yet help the birds by
up it is usually during August orj
Reserve of Portland, who
finished
season opens no doubt will bring in safe from the fly hook being eas traverses a complete section of the
It is not the presenti
new state highway.
with 657, and Infantry Headquarters, September.
i ooie of the big bucks that are now for them until another spring.
intention of the owner to have this
so proudly walking around the courscore of 446 at two
Ended, but not forgotten are th
The new route has been,
signed
The beet score is two points lower!
P” " » * » cooked or eaten,
happy days at Upper Dam of tie and no difficulty should be exper
(>
a|
tut
scientists
who
have
seen
it,
de
t h a n that which won for Co. G.
Mrs. F. R. Baker of
Rumford summer of 1914.
ienced in following it.
It
takes
clare that it is very good to eat.
Bangor in 1913.
Point, who for a week lias been en
the place of the detour laid out by
Miss
Manse
is
not
taking
any
eiiancThe tyro re-entry match at 500,
tertaining heir friend,, Mrs. F. H
the association earlier in the sum
from ,es on
strange and
remarkable
yards slow fire, postponed
Bowie© of Boston for her first visi
mer,, through the town of Lowell and
visitor,
however.
Tuesday, was shot Wednesday. Cup
to Upper Dam., this morning
with
which has become completely worn
winners were H. D. Fowtie and 1 ■
Clayton Sweatt far guide, went t
out and almos impassable as a re
H. Tbo/mspson, both of Co. F Dover,
Haines Landing to meet Mr.
and
sult of the heavy travel it has been
and Neal Gillis of Co. B, Rumford.
Deputy Forest Commissioner Neil'Mrs. E. S. Conrad of Rumford, wh
called upon to carry during the past
The feature of other
individual' l . Violet resumed his duties Tues- came by auto, and the party will g
two months. The new detour runs to
reentry matches which were com- day morning after a vacation of two, acrcss to the Dead River region fo
the south of the state highway while
pleted Thursday, was a string of 19 weeks, wthcih he passed at his horn© a few, days’ bard shooting,
Young Lady From Lynn *Will the original one went to the north.
bullseyes at 300 yards rapid
fire, at Van Buren.
<•
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Dougherty
Leaving Bridgton via the new
Probably Hold TheiRecord
made by Lieut. Allan O. Dart of the
of Syracuse, N,. Y., wlho have been
route, one passes over the
Moose
6th Company, Sanford.
Oapt. A. E.
here all the season, left this week
Pond
bridge
and
continues
for
about
Whitehead of Co. D, Norway, made
Miss Myrtle Hodgdon, chief clerk
to spend some time at West Branch
three miles beyond, passing over the
17 consecutive hits with a revolver in the office of the Commission of Pond Camps, recently purchased by
(Special Correspondence)
new piece of road which was built
yards Inland Fisheries and Game, recently
on a bobbing target at 25
Lewis Ghad|wick and where far away
Continue almost to
Bern,is,
Sept. 27.—This
morning two years ago.
I returned from a week’s trip to Chesquick fire.
iu the wilderness of Maine some 40 when I opened my cabin door and the end of the latter.
Next turn
uncook and Ripogenus lakes.
She
people have this season enjoyed looked across the lake I was sur to the left, going south for about two
made the return trip by the way of
Great! wocc^s Ufe, good fishing and as the prised to see the top of Bemis Moun miles.
The next turn is to the
Grant farm, the farm of the
deer are daily seen expect
good tain white with snow and the white right, going a distance of about one
Northern Paper Co., and Roach river.
hunting.
flakes in the ai.r
A great change mile, where another right hand turn
Anyone who says the big game in
Mrs. F. P. Marble of Lowell, Mass., in the weather from 80 degrees abov is made at a sign Fryeburg.
Fol
Maine is becoming
extinct shouldj who finds this spot a perfect cure the first of the (week to snow this low this latter . stretch of road for
talk with Mrs.. Stevens or
ViWa for hay fever, with her friend, Mins. morning.
about a mile "and a half to the com
Libby of Lee street,
MiilMnocket. Chas. R. Bowman of Toledo,
Ohio,
plete
section of the state highway at
There are many reminder^ of the
Mrs. Blaine S. Vlies of Augusta., They can put you wise as to where are to-day “ breaking camp” and plan coming winter here at Betmis, for a point about one half mile east of
accompanied by several! friends, was the call of the wilKd cian be heard, te go home Monday.
after to-morrow there wind be only the covered bridge over the Saco
excursions' Qne day this week Mrs. Palmer
in WaterviWe recently, having mad© On their berry picking
Here turn left 'and follow
one train each way a day and the river.
the trip from the Caiptial City
by within less than an hour's walk of gave a most delightful siiore dinner
the
new
state
road into Fryeburg.
city people and the birds are fast
the village they have found |pioose,J acd the day was as warm and beausuitojmobile.
leaving
for
their
southern
homes.
Traffic
from
Fryeburg to Bridgton
bear., Indian devils, mountain
lions, tifuil as any in mid-summer.
There are but three more days of should leave Fryeburg via the new
and deer in abundance.
Miss Lucy E. Penney of Bath is
tie
fishing and it seems’ as if all the state highway, following it for a dis
F. L. Blinn, proprietor of
the guest for ten days of her cousin,
On
one
of
their
excursions
they
in
people here were trying to catch a tance of about four miles.
Bagilie hotel, Brunswick, .was
About
bear Mrs. Chas. E, Grant and to-day they big fish, but no doubt Mi sis Jessie one half mile east of the
Wate*rvl 11e last week to attend the came upon a large hungry
covered
aiA
making
the
trip
to
Mountain
busily engaged stripping the apples
MciNiel of Lynn,, Mas®,, who not long bridge over the Saco river or to be
dedication of the Blikis home.
from one of the trees, in the o'yd View and return.
ago, while trolling here in front of more correct, take the first right
The sa,d news of the death of Mrs.
Moor’s orchard.
This he did by
the camps caught a 5-pound, 3-ounce hand road after going through' the
Reued Soule, son o f Alderman and standing erect and reaching up with Wallace H. White, Jr., of Lewiston,
trout, will hold the record for this bridge.
Continue on this road for
Mrs. A. N. Soule of Augusta, left his front paws pulling the
limbs which occurred at her heme Wednes season.
H. L. Welch has the fish, about a mile and a half to a corner.
on the Wednesday afternoon* express down.
day
was
a
great
surprise
to
her
man
They hastened to give the
to mount.
Turn left,, folllow back, later turning
for Brunswick to resume his studi
where
alarm.
The first one met was the friends, who met her here,
During the last week more than to the left again and finally coming
at Bowdoin College, the fall term well known hunter, A,. Furrow, who she often spent some time with her
train back to the regular state highway
o f which begins to-day.
This young took his rifle and went back, Wit:, family.
Mrs. White was a
lady, 100 people have taken tire
built
here on their return home, and daily near the new piece of road
man is a grandson of the 'lot® R- unerring aim he put 16 shots
who
made
many
friends
while
a
in
two
years
ago.
Turn
right
and
parties
have
taken
dinner
here
at
"W. Soule of Augusta, a former resi Bruin, and after the sfcuoke
had guest at Upper Dam, who extend
continue over regular
road into
the camp.
dent of Phillips.
much
sympathy
to
the
bereaved
cleared away, found he had killed
The new detour is
a
Yesterday Mr. and Mrs. , Moses Bridgton.
family.
a fine fat hedgehog.
Goldsmith and family of New York, good country road with the except
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wallace
McCormick,
A large puff ball of the edible
who have been employed here this who have been at “ Myihisama” their ion of about a mile which is some
species of fungi; sprang into being
what sandy.
One excellent feature
summer
a<r# now on a visit
with beautiful camp at the bead of Mol
Mrs.
George
F.
French
of
Porton the lawn, o f the estate of
Miss
is the fact that it increases the dis
ly
ohunkamunk
Lake,
dined
here
Pri
Jennie Morse on Washington
St., fland has been dho&en as head of the their people in Nova Scotia.
half
Dr. and Mrs. J, F. TruR of Bid- day on their way home; also Mr. tance only about two and a
department.
Barth, one morning last week, at the Federation Legislation
miles
over
the
regular
route
which
is
and
Mrs.
Geo.
H.
Greenia
and
son
beginning being no larger
than a J* Lewis York., proprietor of York deford came last night to spend thre of New York; Mr. and Mrs. E. L. very much less than the other de
weeks
at
their
camp,
with
John
football.
It continued to grow up Camps, Loon Lake is a nephew of
Morse and daughter,, Miss
Clara tours previously laid out.
Chadwick, guide.
to tiie first of this week until Mcn- Mrs. French.

3 Ounces

10c

Slice it as
you use
it

MAINE STATE
RIFLE SHOOT

FROM 80 DEGREES
ABOVE TO SNOW

ALL AROUND
THE STATE

«
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Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Abbott
aud
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Adams and comrades,, Stephen Philbrick, Eben
D. son, Morton of Rumford, Mi© came
Saul Collins are at Franklin., Me-, Rowe, Geo. D. Huntoon, G.
en
visiting relatives.
Mr. and
Mrs. Hinkley, Dexter Lamb, Reuben Ross; three weeks ago are greatly
ISSUED WEEKLY
and joying the rest and quiet life on the
Adams are guests of their daughter, bouquet asters, A. L. Oakes
Mrs. Eeverard Wentworth. Mr. Col family; bouquet, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Island.
Two Yale boys, D- W. True and
lins is visiting with an unde. They Hardy; cross and pillow,, Isaac Oakes
Phillips, Maine
Mr, and Mrs. A. L. Robertson, Mr. Neil R. Taylor of Portland,
were
made the trip by auto.
Snow Storm Follows Extreme Hot
Rangeley was visited by a genuine and Mrs. Eben Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. here last week and seven partridge
L. B. BRACKETT,
There were several they brought in.
snowstorm Sunday and
Monday. O. R. Rowe;
Business Manager
Weather. Mount Saddleback
could
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Boothby of
Quite snow storms for the
season bouquets for which no cards
he found; asters, Mr. and
Mrs. Portland have taken one of Geo. W-'
too.
Large
patches
are
visible
on
Whitened
OUTING EDITION
and Fanjoy’s camps up Cupsuptic stream
top of Saddleback.
Quite a change Addison Young; flowers, Mr.
p & g cs......... ............... ...............
$1.00 per year
Mrs. Alvin Berry; flowers, Mr. and for several weeks,
Mrs. Samuel
following
the
extremely
warm
weatil
LOCAL EDITION
Mrs. Frank Hight; flowers,
Mrs. Easthvood is with them and
they
er of the past week.
12 and 16 pastes............................... $1.6C per year
(S pecial C o rres p on de n c e.) '
Miss Gladys Philbrick ha® returned Dean Green; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. have two guide®!, and no doubt
by
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
Ramgeley, Sept. 29.—From all re home from her Summers duties
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
at Walter Weld; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Thursday night they will have a deer
ports the Baptist Sunday school of
5 cents extra.
Hawkins.
hanging on tlieir piazza.
Mingo.
this place is to have one of
the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Pillshury,
Mr.
Over on the main land a ^crew
Entered as second class matter, January 21. greatest times in its career
next and Mrs. F. H. Kemtpon, Mrs. Clara
are busy getting the winter house
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
Sunday, at 10.45 a. m.
Every boy Rector are planning to attend fair
the Act of March 3.1879,
ready to move into as soon as the
ard girl, man and woman of
the at Farmington.
cold weather aomes to stay for then
different departments, is expected to
The MainejWoods thoroughly covers the entire
Mir. Edward A. Emery gave a very
these camps M il be closed until uext
of Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp- assemble promptly to participate in stirring address at both morning and
spring.
ng and Outing news, and the Franklin county a “ Grand Rally” for the fa® work.
evening service
of the
Rangeley
There is a good deal of work to
caily.
The members who have been absent cthiurdh, Mr. Emery is a secretary of
be done this fall, putting the boats
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
during the summer months will of the Maine Civic League and spoke
and game photographs from its readers.
into tine boat house on the main land
W ill H. Dana,, who has been stop packing away the things in
When ordering the address of your paper course, be there to enjoy the spec along tbcve onesHis subject was
the
abanged, please give the old as well as new ial sermon and unique program, con
the camps and now that the lake is so
very interesting to all who were ping in town for a week made
ddress.
sisting of recitations
and special present.
Lalw- low Mr. Toothaker is cleaning up the
Owing to the extreme in record automobile run from
songs prepared by the committee in clemency of the weather, the
at rence„ Mass., to this place on Sept. shore of all the old drift wood, re
charge.
Parents and friends are tendance was much smaller tha 20.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1914
Leaving that city at 6.30 a. an. pairing the bridge, camps, etc.
especially invited and all visitors are usual.
Special music was furnished he arrived in Kingfield at 2.30 p.
Capt. A. Rowell is now at
the
cordially invited to attend. The pro by Miss P. M. Richardson, Mrs. O. m., a distance of 205 miles in
Berlin Mills storehouse and bias Ms
treat. R. Rowe and H. O. Hun toon.
hours.
This average railway speed men busy taking the boats out of the
To-day, October 1, the deer hunt gram as arranged will be a
ing season in Maine opens, and you District Superintendent will be pres
The many friends of Geo. C. Keep was accomplished by a Hudson 6-40 water, etc* as the company are not
Arrangements have been made were glad to greet him
can shoot them until December 15. ent.
the past Roadster, 1914 pattern.
to do any lumbering on the Cupsup
Moose hunting will be legal
only whereby tiny tots will be well cared week.
tic this winter.
through November. It is thought for in the ladies’ parlor by compet Mrs. F. B. Colby delightfully en
Mrs. and Mrs. Frank C. King and
the bird shooting season will
be ent attendants, during the preaching tertained a few friends
Saturday
little daughter are spending
two
service,,
so
that
no
one
need
stay
at
unusually good this year as
they
afternoon.
Russian tea and light
‘weeks with relatives in Bethel aud
are reported very plentiful.
The home on this account. All are very refreshments were served.
The
Mr. Bailey of Berlin, N. H., is in
open time on these runs from Sep enthusiastic over tlie event and it ladies enjoyed a pleasant time over
charge during Mr. King’s absence.
is hoped that it may be even larger the tea cups.
tember 15, to Decefm/ber 1.
Geo- W. Fanjoy was here to-day
than last year.
Miss Estelle Hamden
was
the
and
reports his new camp is ready
Miss Gladys Pratt returned to her guest of honor at a birthday supper
for
the
first party of lvunters, who
morning Monday evening, the event being her New Motor Boat Purchased— Will
M A I N E L I B R A R Y C O M M I S S I O N T O home in Andover Tuesday
are coming this week, and
“ Fan”
after visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Mar 10th birthdayMiss Estelle
re
says
the
deer
were
never
more
num
H O LD D IS T R IC T M E E T IN G S .
garet Pratt.
Remain Until Late In Season
ceived a handsome gold chain
and
erous than this season.
He was
Mr.' and Mrs. Frank Fall of Oquo- locket, the gift of her sisters.
telling about meeting a party of New
ssoc, who have been recent guests
Charlie Pinkham of Phillips passed
Yorkers not long ago who never have
There will be district meetings for of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Murphy left
(Special Correspondence.)
for
been in a real woods hunting camp
librarians and others interested
in Monday morning for Rumford Falls through town Monday en route
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic,
Eustis with an automobile party.
and one of them asked, “ Have you
library work a- ranged by tlve Maine to visit with Mrs. Fall’s parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Ru-bie Wilbur
and Sept. 29.—This morning before I any bath rooms in your new camps?”
Library Commission at
Biddeford
Mrs. Clara Rector, who has been
someone say,
left lef* camp I heard
October 5 and 6; Auburn, October 7 employed at the Barker has return family and Roger Mathieson
Fanjoy 'Smiled as he said,
“ They
“
Those
blamed
water
pipes
have don’t know nothing about hunting an
Monday
morning
in
their
Ford
ma
and 8; Waterville, 9til and 10th; ed home.
frozen up and busted,’ ’ and (when I wayt. and I just said as polite as I
chine to attend Farmington fair.
Dover, 12th and 13th; Bangor, 14th
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar W- Riddle of
Mrs. C- H. Neal and son
Max looked out doors I noticed that time knew how, I have no bath rooms at
held at the public library in
each Mon son are guests of their son, H.
well and Mrs. Josephine
Marshall1 hundreds of scarlet dahlia blossoms tached to the camp, but a tndglity
place.
All meetings will
be in C. Riddle.
They made the trip by
were guests of Mrs. James Mathie that have attracted so much atten good one right in front close
charge of Belle Hole (into Johnson of automobile.
by,
tion had all dropped their
heads,
son at Indian Rock Saturday.
Hartford^ Conn.
for you know I live on the shore of
Mrs. Sylvader Hinkley spent th<
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish are for as one lady remarked, “ We did the stream, but I did not explain it
These meetings are for the pur week end with her sisters
at;
not have a fresh hut a freeze last to them folks.”
spending a few days at Kennebago.
pose of advancing the work of the Phillips.
night.”
The sun has
come out
public library in the state and are
Last Saturday evening Mrs. Tooth
Miss Annie Jones of Auburn was
bright and the snow-covered (moun aker gave a dance in the big parlor
STANSLOW OAKES
entirely free.
a recent guest of her niece, • Miss
tain tops glisten in the sunlight and
Jl- |» I , , *•
Mrs. Johnson will’ have at each
and* all had a most enjoyable time.
Beatrice Jones-.
the
brightness of the maple
trees Punch and cake were served.
Mf.
StansJow
Oakes
wliose
passing
place an exhibit of book mending
Mrs. Cornelius Richardson and the
was mentioned in our last issue was changed to reds and browns amid
materials and there will he a prac
Proprietor Toothaker has purchased
young child of Mr. and Mrs. Carbom at Madrid, Me.,
Jamuray 9,' the dark of the evergreens over the a nqw 25-foot motor boat, as
tical demonstration of their use.
lie
roll Hewey„ who have been ill are
they found great need of more boats this
1839.
The greater part of his life side of the lulls look as if
There will also be shown samples of
on the mending hand; Miss Thalie
Yes, summer.
however, be was a resident of Dallas were covered with tapestry.
library supplies, book lists and other
There are to be many im
Hoar, Mrs. P. L. Tracy and Mis-s Vel
Plantation.
In 1860 he was married the summer is past and time autumn provements made here at Pleasant
library aids.
ma Tomlinson are reported on the
to Roxanna Moore whose death took days have come, Milch M il soon be Island before another season. Work
The evening meeting at each place sick list.
place in 1884. There are nine sur-j followed by “ dreary November.”
will be of particular interest to
lias already begun on the foundation
Mr. and Mrs. E. I. Herrick
and
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Hazen
closed on the main land between Ideal and
vivdng children by this union,
who
teachers and
superintendents of
Master
Richard
have
been
at
camp
schools.
now mourn the loss of a kind
in tliear camp “ House-in-the-Woods last Bungalow camps to move over from
reoentflly.
Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts and
week and returned to Washington, Birch Island the four camps that havdulgent father.
The Commission would like to hav
two sons were their
guests the
Their little eon H. H. Jr., not been used for several
Not onily to his family but to all, D. C.
all who can attend any of the meet
years.
past week.
who came in contact with him
was and Miss Isabella MacDonald have These camps will be repaired and
ings notify Mrs. Johnson or
the
Mrs. Melissa Morrill of Madrid is
they newly fumishedi, bath room
this spirit (manifest, ever ready to taken Lakeside Camp, where
secretary who will he pleased
to
added
keeping house for her brother, G.
give a friend or neighbor a helping will r etna in until next week, while and parties have already
give any other information desired.
engaged
D. Hinkley.
new them for next year.
hand or kindly greeting.
He was a th Doctor is moving into a
Another great
W. D. Grant was the guest of his
Four months improvement will be a new water
veteran of the Cival war,, serving in home in the capital.
sister.,
Mrs.
C.
M.
Cushman
Satur
Capital Pu nishment.
this year time family were here on system. A large new tank is to be
the 8tli Maine Regiment.
A more humane way of administering day. • He is still nursing a broken At the time of his death,
which the Cupsuptic, and may they have a built on the hill back of the garden
capital punishment has been discov shoulder, the result of a fall earlier
was caused by a heart attack, Sep delightful winter in their city home and pipes laid to all the
camps,
ered. A well-known scientist, who for in the season.
tember 21, he was living with
his and be welcomed early next year which with motor power will furn
some years has been professor of
Mrs. Albert Carlton and son Don
chemistry in the College de France, ald, are guests of Mr- and Mrs. I. daughter, Mrs. S. M. Learned, with back to Maine.
ish a bountiful supply of water. Sev
Mr. and Mrs, C. A. Waslmburni. who eral parties have engaged
whom he has made his home for the
Paris, has suggested the use of car
camps
D. Hoar.
Mr. Car)Ron will join thei
W ire in camp over three months re and are coming for the
past few years.
bonic oxide for the production ot death
October
later
upon
the
conclusion
of
his
dut
for criminals, as employed for the de
He is survived by the
following turned to tlieir home in Newtonville, hunting.
Proprietor and
Mrs.
struction of stray dogs. He states ies at Ken-nebago.
spent Toothaker are to remain until
children:
George, Fred, Frank,, Ed Mass., on Tuesday, having
late
The steamer Oquossoc, made its
that this is a quiet and painless death,
and. Gilbert Oakes, Mrs.
Geneva tlieir fifteenth season at Pleasant tills fall, after which he M il
relast
trip
on
the
lake
for
the
season
and one that does not shock the sensi
Dunham, Mrs. W ill Huntoon,
Mrs. Island Cam|ps, most delightfully.
sutaae bis place as engineer on the
bilities.
Saturday.
Capt. and Mrs. Mosher
Dr. Ralph A. Hoyt of Fishkill, N Maine Central railroad and/'
Sidney Harden and Mrs. S.
M.
Mrs.
have returned to their home in Far
Learned. Funeral services were held Y., and his sister, Mrs. H. Pitney, Toothaker will return to tlieir home
mington and will again resume their
at the ohiuroh Wednesday p. m., at and Miss Pitney of New York came in Mexico.
Up to Broker to Explain.
A care keeper is to
They were accom
While admitting the general useful orchestra work.
10 o ’clock Rev. H. A. Childs
of last week and have taken the Bunga stay here all winter to look after
panied
b?
Mrs.
R.
O.
Dim1
and
little,
ness of the genus “ flapper” as corres
low until some time in October and the place and cut the wood and ice
ficiating.
spend the
pondence clerks a London broker tells Miss Lucille,, who will
Mr.
The interment was in Evergreen next week will be joined by
and early in the spring the camps
Mr. Dill will
of a terrible happening, caused by his week in Farmington.
Pitney for deer hunting.
Otis Bean will be open to welcome the guests
oetmietery.
signing a letter in a hurry. The letter join them after October 1.
The fLowers were many and beau is the Doctor’s guide and they have
of 1915.
was duly dispatched, but was speedily
Mrs. Audy Stevens lias so far re
fishing,
several 2tiful showing the esteem in which had good fly
returned by the client with some rath covered from her recent operation
and
Among them were the pounders have taken time fly
er sarcastic remarks. On looking at at Lewiston hospital, as to be able lie was held.
following:
Silk flag, Jas. E. Cush many small ones.
M e r e Figures.
the concluding sentence he found tho to return borne.
man Post, G. A. R.; army
knap
Messrs. Chas. A, Clough of Boston
typist had written, “ business here has
Take the number of your living
Mrs. Em ©line Dunham, who has sack, large pillow and cross,
Mr. and R. H. Lombard of Portland had brothers. Double the amount. Add
been on a more moral basis today.”
been with Mrs. Ann Tootbaker for and Mrs. Geo. Oakes, Mrs,. Geneva
good fishing here last week. One three. Multiply by five. Add the num
Of course what he said was “normal.”
the past surnkner has returned
to Dunham,, Mr. Edwin Oakes, Mr. and
day they tramped over to Lincoln ber of your living” sisters. Multiply
her home.
Mrs. Ella Dow of Phil Mrs. Frank Oakes, Mr. and
Mrs.
Pond and camped for time night, but by ten. Add the number of deaths of
The Universal Language.
lips is at Mrs. Toothaker’s.
Sidney
Harden,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
M.
although
everyone says this is
a brothers. Subtract 150 from the re
The one universal language is not
Learned, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Hum- great place for fishing, they “ never sult. The right figure will be the
Esperanto, but music.
Everywhere
number of deaths of brothers. The
Tired Mothers. It’s hard work to toon, Mr. Gib Oakes, Mr,, and Mrs. caught one.”
the same musical score Is played. The
middle figure will be the number of
masters of different countries may take care of children and to cook, Fred Oakes, Mr. and Mrs. Will Port
John Lewis Childs and Master
have characteristic national qualities, sweep, wash, sew and mend besides. er, Mr. and Mra. Leon Oakes, Mr Carlton of Floral Park, N. Y* have living sisters. The left figure will
but music-lovers everywhere find de Tired mothers should take Hood's and Mrs. Claud Lowell; bouquet, Mr gone home, but Mrs, Childs will re show the number of living brothers.—
Cincinnati Enquirer.
light in a composition, it matters not
Sarsaparilla—it refreshes the blood, and Mrs. H. M. Bemis; gladiolas, Mr main for a few days longer. They
from what land or clime the composer
and Mrs. E. Dunham;
snapdragon came as far as Andover in tlieir
hails. Whether played in Germany or improves the appetite, assures rest Mr. and Mrs. Leon Oakes;
pinks touring car and Mrs. Child® will re
Facts About tho Cyclone.
ful
sleep,
and
helps
in
many
ways.
Italy or France or at home, your favor
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lowell; asters turn that way.
Miss G-ertrude F. - A cyclone 13 freakish, but its pranks
ite music sounds the same.—Leslie’s
Mr. and Mrs. O. Rowe; purple asters O’Neil of Elliot lias been
Mrs. enable scientists to gather certain
Weekly.
facts about it. First of all, the veloc
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ellis; asters and Child’s guest the past week.
sweat peas,
To-day Thomas O. Rogers
and ity of the wind can be calculated to a
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also dahlias, Lulu Oakes;
Quick at Repartee.
marten and fisher. Will handle above Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Peary
and Lawrence Huntoon of Boston, who certain extent. The whirling speed of
Teacher—“Williams, after selling mink,
named animals at all times of year. Write or
the cyclone is tremendous. The aver
family;
white
and
yellow
chrysan
merchandise, where do you put it, on wire what you have to offer, stating lowest
have been here for four months are age velocity within tho vortex of 600
Fur farmers wanting stock should write themums^ H. E. Pick ford;
sweet
the debit side or the credit side?” price.
busy
packing
as
they
leave
to-mor
me for prices and information before buying.
such storms was found to be 392 miles
M. F. STEVENS,
Williams (after a half
second’s
peas, Mr, and Mrs. G. M.
Esty; row, after a pleasant summer in nn hour, the minimum being 270 and
Dover.
Maine
thought)—“You put it on the truck.”
sweet .peas, Harry Oakes;
asters, caoup.
Tel. 64.15
the maximum 800.

M AINE W O O D S

J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .

GREATEST TIME
IN ITS CAREER

MAKES A RECORD
FROM LAWRENCE

MANY CHANGES
TO BE MADE

FO XES W A N TED

M A IN E

One cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c, order

M a n y E x a m p le s Show I t Is No t Neces*
eary to Go Throu gh L if e W i t h a
F ro w n in g Brow.

FOR SALE—Summer cottages
and
lots in Blanchard, Maine. Good fish
ing and hunting. Fine scenery. F.
6. Hayden, Brighton, Maine.
Tel
ephone connection.

James Russell Lowell is said to have
been of a very fun-loving disposition
Light-hearted jest and nonsense were
sprinkled plentifully through the long
life which was so filled with solid,
hard work and achievement.
One day, when walking with a
friend, they passed a large building
over the door of which was written:
“Home for Incurable Children.”
“ Ah,” said Lowell, with a shake of
his head, “ that is where I shall have to
be £ent one day.”
Everybody knows of the immense
labors of David Livingstone in the in
hospitable part of Africa and of the
devotion of his noble wife. Does every
body know that in the midst of their
lonely life they were often much of
the time as jolly as a pair of school
boys off on a holiday? To such an ex
tent did the spirit of mirth preside
over their counsels and undertakings
that sometimes Mr. Livingstone would
say to his wife: “ Really, my dear, we
ought not to indulge in so many jokes.
We are getting too old; it is not be
coming. We must be more staid.”
Charles Kingsley was always bent
on introducing as much frolic and
merrymaking into his family life as
possible. He was proud to be able to
say: “I sometimes wonder whether
there is as much laughing done in any
home in England as at our parsonage.”
—Christian Endeavor World.

mar
In

FOR SALE—Village
stands
for
in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
Morrison.
x
lile

FOR SALE—I sedl coon,, opossum and
bird dogs, Mississippi pit galm.es
large Indian games, game ducks,
buy and sell iminks, coons, opossum*
skunk, fox, squirrels and
prairie
chickens, and all live animals of any
note wanted.
I sell traps to catch
these aniaml® alive with.
Waiter
Odom, Durcuit, Wis., Box 208.

TO LET—Tenement to let, with, bat
and stablet furnished if required. C
W. Miner, Phillips, Maine.
M IS C E L L A N E O U S

HE WOUND UP THE RIBBON
ONE HUNDRED dollars reward for
information of the thief who broke
into Camp Whitney on
Richardson
Lake this spring.
Apply to
Mr.
William J. Downing, 47
Esmond
street, Dorchester, Mass.

N e w Y o r k Hotel Guest Found I t L ed
to a V e r y Much Em ba rra s s e d
Young W o m a n .

A man who could not possibly break
in the middle was sauntering slowly
away from the cashier's window at
a hotel in New York when suddenly he
L O S T — On road between Strong and caught sight of something blue lying
Farmington, Friday night, September on the floor. He stooped, but could
18, pigskin automobile lunch
case.! not get down far enough. A bellboy
Finder will receive suitable reward' saw' what he wras after and picked
bv returning same to R. E. Cleaves, | up the end of a piece of narrow rib
bon and gave It to him.
R. F. D. 3., Phillips, Maine.
More than the usual number of
LOST— On Sept. 22, plush
robe chair warmers were sitting in the
on road from Phillips to Strong/ lobby at the time, and soon they and
north side of river.
Finder please the clerks were watching the stout
man. He fingered the piece of rib
notify Maine Woods office.
bon in a sort of preoccupied fashion
and soon found that it led down the
corridor. He did not know it, but at
the other end was a young woman,
As she walked the ribbon seemed tc
grow longer.
Finally the stout man turned and
began to roll up the ribbon. Soon he
Good to return up to and in noticed where he was being led, and
by the time he reached the elevator
cluding October 12th.
he was able to offer a handful to the
Strong, $6.60, Salem, $7.00 woman who stood there. With a very
red face and a hurried glance down
Kingfield, $7.35, Bigelow, she grabbed it, and then the elevator
door mercifully opened and swallowed
$8.15, Phillips, $7.00, Ran- her
from the gaze of the tittering spec
tators.
gelev, $8.50,

Excursion to Boston

Monday, October 5th,

F. N. BEAL, Gen. Man.
F a u lt

Is Man's.

Nature does nothing without a pur
pose. When she endowed the rabbit
with a gift of collectivism, a bent to
ward conspiracy and stratagem, it was
a hint to man to come to terms with
the rabbit and turn its powers to ac
count. It is man’s own fault when
the rabbit develops militant tenden
cies and employs its peculiar talents
to work him embarrassmeut.
T h e W a k e f u l Bostonian.

That Boston professor who declares
sleep to be an illusion has doubtless
been lodging next to a good supply of
canned music and cat fights.—Hous
ton Chronicle.

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and N YO IL
is the best oil he has ever made. ‘
N YO IL
H AS NO E Q U A L .
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E, O C T O B E R 1, 1914.

GREAT MEN OF LIGHT HEART over tiie mountain

CLASSIFIED

FOR SAJLE—Edison Dictating
chine. In first class condition.
quire at Maine Woods office.

WOODS,

10
Kennebago,
where they had a great dinner at
Grant’s and started for tlve tramp
back to Tim.
They saw
several
flocks of partridge, bu1. as they only
had a revolt er Miss Baston
had
only one bird to take back.
They
will not soon fo?'get the last
two
itniles of the walk, wi ic/li was after
dark and they had to take hold of
hands and in the riarlc
follow the
trail.
They are all coming
back
next year.
Mr. Lambard returned
home via the lakes and
Dixville
Notch. 0
Mr. and Mrs. Burrow's will re
main at Rangemore cottage until
the middle of October and then go
to their winter home in Florida.
The Marbles will remain here for
several weeks before locating for
the winter.
Mrs. Ralph Kendall and
children will also stay several weeks
longer.
To-morrow a large number of
those who have been here for the
season go homeMr. and Mrs. Wm. G. Estes will
spe-nd a few weeks at their home in
Casco Bay before going to Camden,
S. C,
t
’
May the coming winter be for one
and all a happy one.
Since the hotel opened the Maine
Woods correspondent has been here
each week and from every one lias
received the greatest kindness and
would extend to all sincere thanks
for each and every attention and
favor received.
WTiith every good wish to one and
all for a happy winter and trusting
to greet the old
friends another
year.
Fly Rod.

M AR LIN

GUNS

W ON MORE HONORS AND MORE MONEY THAN
ANY OTHER PUMP GUN
WON THE PATTERSON INTRODUCTORY—the big event, from 18
yards Mark Arie won this event with 194 x 200 targets, from a field of nearly
200 of the leading amateurs of the country. He shoots a No. 28 D Marlin ham
merless, $100.00 grade.
SECOND HIGH IN G. A. H. (tie) —Mr. A. C. Blair, a “ Simon Pure" ama
teur—tied for second place in the Grand American Handicap, with 97 x 100, on
ly one bird behind the winner. He shoots a No. 28 T. S. Marlin Hammerless,
$26.00 grade.
2 2 5 STRAIGHT THE LONG RUN OF THE TOURNAMENT-Homer Clark
made the best individual record of the shoot; breaking the entire program of
100 straight on 3 separate days, and also oreaking 225 targets without a miss.
He shoots a Marlin No. 28 T, $43.00.
$*>?• MANY OTHER SPLENDID SCORES weie made by the many shooters
who have found that the Marlin is the most practical Trap gun, as well as the
safest breech-loading gun built. & 8i&\

[ Wh y

Don’t You

Shoot A

Marlin?

Don’ t you want the gun that throws 225 target smashing patterns without a
miss? —That breaks 194 x 200 from 18 yards?—That breaks 97 x 100 in the big
handicap?
*-s$. Write to-day ‘or our complete 128 page catalog of all Marlin repeating riflet and shotguns, including the wonderful new 20 guage Marlin hammer less re
peater illustrated above.

The Marlin Firearms Company,

GUEST GETS A
* 2 2 MONSTER FISH

33 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

with “ such pretty baby blue eyes” will keep the hearthstone in Camp
that slie received this week as a Don’t-Worry warm for a few days in
gift from Mrs. Ed Coburn of Middle October and Mrs. Fronefield has paid
Dam.
the $25 for the piece of paper that'
Lady Guest Will Remain to Get
Dr. F. C. Fowler of New Lcindon, allows her to shoot a deer and as
Conn., is to close his cottage on the she is a good shot we have no doubt
^]H er Deer—Move Into Winter
Point this week and return to has she will have a pair of deer to take
home.
home with her.
Qnarters.
Tom Canadian the guide, who has
Mrs. M. M. Menken of New York
been at Haines Landing this summer is enjoying these quiet days,
and
has
gone
to
New
Brunswick
where
finds
this
spot
a
perfect
cure
for
(Special Corr espondence.)
lie owns a. set of camps and is en the hay fever and will return to take
Mountain View House, Rangeley, tertaining a party who are to hunt up her social life and “ Rescue Work
Sept. 30.—To-day closes the season deer and moose.
in the Woman’s Night Court” of New
for fishing and to-morrow the trout
In the hotel office here hangs a York city, much better in health
and salmon will be safe, while the very pretty birch bark panel
and and may she continue to do her
and
deer and the partridge will have to frame on which a trout that
was grand work of helping others
hade for their lives.
mounted by guide. Fred Fowler at come back to Mt. View, where she is
Yesterday morning the tbenmomete tracts much attention for it is a a great favorite), another season.
Mrs. Frank R. Baker of Rumford
dropped to 24 degrees' above zero, fine piece of work and in an en
giving a tast of winter as the moun velope on a bdt of paper is written Point and party were here Saturday
tains are all covered with snow and th"' following history of this speckled on their way to Dead River by auto
the water pipes frozen and
the beauty:
“This fish weighing 314 mobile.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Merwin of
city folks said “ Oh my how cold it pounds was caught in Lunch pool,
is down here in Maine!” While we Kennebago stream, September 1913 Bridgeport^ Conn., and Mr. and Mrs.
only smiled as one of the gujd.es an by A. Montgomery, Jr., on a very old H B. Crosby of Portland came here
H O T E L C L O S E D O C T O B E R 1.
swered “ By gorry you ought to be 314 ounce Leonard rod, the runner, last Tuesday by auto and left their
here in winter when it is 24 de nearest the rod handle was of soft car and went to Kennebago for a
(C o n tin u e d f r o m page one)
grees below zero.
That is some German silver a id had
completely week’s stay.
Mrs. A. B. Gilman and party of
weather.’ ’
Worn through and cut the line
33
Frederick Skinner, the Boston ang
Last Friday A. Montgomery, Jry feet from the leader, where the fish Bradford, Mass., after a week’s stay
ler reeled in to-night and
may of New York and friend
Ben was struck. The fisherman had on at her cottage spent the night here
this true sportsman for many years
recover this week on their return home.
Brian of the same city with Fred waders and went out to
to come spend his summer fishing at
Mr. and Mrs. E. WBagnall of
Fowler guide, left here by auto leader and fly, found line moving an
the Ranigeleys and when some of the
mobile going as far as
Parson’s caught it within an inch of the brok Houlton. were here ofr a short stay
five and seven pounders hie •has: put
Farm in the Dead River region. As en end, the fish made three runs this week.
back this year are ten pounders reel
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hunter of Phil
they were riding along through the and out of water was finally brought
them, in again.
Yesterday on the
woods they noticed two partridge a- in hand over hand, netted by Her lips, Who have been employed here
fly Mr. Skinner caught a very hand
bout 40 feet away and
“ Monty” man Wertz of Philadelphia, when it this season returned home to-day.
some pair of salmon, weighing 4%
The hotel will move into winter
ordered the car to stop
saying, was discovered that the Dr. Breck
and 5 % pounds each. His S e p t e m 
quarters
the middle of October and
fiy
was
barbless.
This
is
an
odd
“ Those birds are just what we want
ber catcih also included two 7-pound
Mounted by although the hotel will not be open as
for dinner,’’ and as he was a sure fish yarn but is true.
salmon,, one 5% pounds, 4% pounds,
it lias winters in the past and the
shot, took aim and fired. The birds Fred Fowler, guide, Oqucssoc, Me.”
414 pounds and 8 pounds each..
In
postffice will be discontinued until
The last day of fishing!
sat still and just as he discovered
August trolling lie caught 20 salmon
th© fact he had missed the dinner.,
I. N. Damon of Gardner, Mass, next spring, Landlord Bowley will
that averaged 5 pounds each. The
they flew away.
From the farm who joined his parents, Mr.
and entertain the travellers who come
“ Troll” Mr. Skinner’s little
boat
Fitchburg, tliis way, but will not as usual meet
they went to Pierce Pond by canoe Mrs. M. B. Damn® of
will be put under cover to-morrow
There is not much
and buckboar J and Monday the tel Mass., for the last ten days of the all the trains.
and lie will go buck to Boston.
lumbering
to
be
done in this region
fishing has this week had good fly
The fish of the season was this ephone called a'nd the news was
received.
“ Mr. Montgomery
has fishing with Al Sprague guide. He this winter and no doubt the travel
week taken on the fly by Wm. P.
wTl be less than oth<?r winters.
that has caught a good many small ones
Mason of New York with
Eugene caiugthit a salmon on the fly
The steamboat makes the
last
and records a pair of salmon, weigh
weighed
9
pounds,
12
ounces”
and
Soule guide.
It was a 9X
4 pound
trip
of
the
season
to-day
and
the
ing 4 pounds and 4% pounds
each
salmon that for almost two hours surely that is a record. The gentle
and to-day hie is out after a bigger whistle will not be heard or the
men
are
to
take
a
hunting
trip
and
put up a fight for liis life and tried
captain calling, “ all aboard” again
ex one.
all kinds of games, runs and high when next they telephone we
until next spring.
pect
it
will
be,
“
The
biggest
buck
in
Mr. and Mrs.. R. B. Hawkins and
jumps to get away but was reeled
son Roy B., and daughter:.
Miss
in
This big silver beauty
was the forest .has been shot.”
Hawkins
of
Providence,
R.
I,
“
Com
One
day
this
week
a
huge
bull
caught off the Point just before you
■ >-0 up into Hunter cove from the moose was seen by the railroad men modore” F. A. Newilin oif Boston,
Kennebago Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Pearce of Hack
lake and some of the
fishermen between Oquossoc and
think it is the same old fellow that and if the hunter has a chance to ensack, N. J., Mr. and Mrs. T. S.
a Rowlett of Boston, W. Roger Fronehas been seen many times and that bring him lown they will have
Without field and daughter, Miss Elizabeth
all kinds of bait and flies have been b and som e set of an tlers .
A large building
terming the
doubt this is the same "Monarch, of of Moylam Penn., are among those
offered.
at center of the Breeezy Point Camps,
Henry F. Lombard of Boston was the forest” that has been seen each who have spent happy weeks
here this week on his return from fall for a number of years and Whose Mountain View this summer and whoi situated about a mile out of New
several lingered until the last few days be port on the shore of Lake SebastiTim Pond, where, with his
niece, tracks have been followed
fore leaving for heme and .'we hope cook was destroyed by fire at 5.45
Miss Avis Baston of Norwood, Mass.., times this summer.
It is surely good shooting not far they will all return early next year Tuesday night.
and friends, C. Addison Harris
of
Carl R. Weymouth, the owner of
th© Franklin Trust Comapny
and frc)m this hotel, for up by the old to be of this happy family at the
wife of Philadelphia, they had great- bam where the pigs ihiave a pasture lake side, who will greet each other the camps had closed them for the
ly^ n joyed a two weeks’ stay.
It ai1 by themselves this summer R. L. and may only good tilings come to season and there was no one in them
par one and all during the coming winter at tire time of tine fire
was Miss Baston’s first experience of Spotts and party shot seven
It is thought that the fire might
days.
woods life and it was most enjoy tridge one day this w eek ..
Mrs. W. Roger Fronefield and little have been caused by tramps,, who
Mrs. Bowley is very proud of a
able
They bad great fly fishing.
Penn., are quite numerous around there.
oat daughter, Louise of Moylan,
One day they started to hike it handsome pure white Angora
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ed their regard for each other. The | T H E A R T OF F L Y F IS H IN G
grateful bird deserted her fath ered |
companions as soon as lier
visited his home, and followed him, It is the Moi(e M asterly W a y
Th,e Intelligent Friendship Shown f o r
as before, and when the young m ,
Angling, though Many
Still
was seized with illness,
ie
People By Pets.
Favor Bait.
hind became restless and pmmg au
i
knew something
w.a.
SO M E

TALES

OF A N I M A L S

NEWS FROM
LAKE PARLIN

F O R E S T F IR E S

One must credit the very comptlete
system o f early telephoning
any
serious outbreak of forest fk'res in
the Maine woods to
massing as
many firewardens as possible about
Fishing Good and Partridges Plenti the scetpes of greatest danger— it is
to tlnis near-perfect system o f fLLre
■ « « « - «* » »
" " i
I have been reading a 'little vol wrong!
ful at This Place
instinct, she made her way to
s| Some irhen fish for fish, and some
patrol and alarm,
which
started
ume om “ The Inner Life of Animals room, a corner ot wind, she ^
fish fcr spcrt.
Most of us want
when Hon. Edgar F. Ring of HJrono
(G. Bell Sons).
The editor, Ern occupied during the time 1
both, in proper proportions.
Yet
was Land Agent for Maine tlnat t!idi3
est Bell, has collected stories with Z J U h e r w o u n d s - in Ms boyhoocu
the ideal is a difficult one to state To the Editor of Maine Woods:
state owes its comparatively immuni
the view to their psychological bear and wives she heard Lus
clearly cr convincingly.
Take the
ty from disastrous forest fires not
Lake Parlin, Sept. 24.—-The fol
ing, and many of my readers will be crept under the bed and establish
matter of fly fishing.
How
many
only during the past summer, but
lowing guests
registered at Lake
glad to have it.
Nor will they miss
ed herself there.
times have you heard it stated that
the summer before last.
Parjin House for week ending Sept
a word of It. O. P. Paddison’s
in
It has been contended by Mafipe
Lawson Tail, In dog btorie. trm fly fishing is all very well if you are 18:
troduction.
But I am going to tell
J. F. Hiilli and wife, Howard F
interested merely in the fine art of
wild timherland owners for
some
a few of the tales for
their
own th . Spectator, says that when a
! Hill, Paul Sharler, Waterville; Mr
years past now that considering the
student at Edinburg be enjoyed the the game, but that if you really [and Mrs. E. W. Borden, Mr.
and
sake.
student at
retriever, who ‘want fish you should use bait? asks
risk they are constantly compelled to
I Mrs. E. B. Varny, Fall
River
friendship of a i
nhhian
A clog was bereaved of his master, belonged
Outing.
Aid
of
u
>
s
know
men
who
assume “and carry the burden of tax*
to a fishmonger m
Mass.; A. C. Hall, H. W. Hall, Frank
and afterward became old and blind, street, and Who was certainly
have fished for years and have the
ation on the owners of Main e . tlimb
Watson,
New
York.
H.
A.
Cragie
and
passing the dark evening of Iris ex
deepest contempt for fly fishermen
ers are almost too heavy for a man
cleverest dog he “
^ ^ e r a l d y to On the other hand, there are sec wife, Cbas. R. Andrews, 'Westbrook;
istence sadly in the same
corner In
who is seeking investments to bear.
the morning he was g
,
Springfield,
which he hardly ever quitted. One “ e seen seated on the step of the tions of the country in which a man A. I. Lombard, O. G.
And yet every time Maine tiimber
G. W . Smith, Sam Lombard, J. G
day came a step like that of his lost
would
be
ostracized
who
would
take
holdings change hands— whether it
fishmonger’s stop door, wal“ g
Thome, iH. P. Hayden,
Waterville
/master, and he suddenly left his »
a fish on anything but a fly.
The
of m s M » y tnends to g
Is the small holder for the immediate
place.
The man who had just en him a copper. When ue
truth lies somewhere between.
A Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Thome, Augusta realization o f cash, or some frag
tered wore ribbed stockings;
the
bait fisherman is not necessarily a Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boston, Gardiner ments of fid estates, held- closely
W. J. Bradbury, S. T. Lawry, C. H
dog had lost his scent, and referred Tew" doors'C ff
being
to( be scorned.
Neither i
in family ties for perhaps a full
o’roPped u lT coin
at once to the stockings he remem-#
the man with the fly always an art Holman, Garfield,, Maine.
century every time there is a change
bered, rubbing his face
against —
Fill,siing is good. Several nice ones of ownership Jt Lis noticed the cash
ist.
Furthermore, the honors
of
r r -e
them.
Believing that Ms
master contented with, one scone but if he t’ e creel go not always to the hum were brought in by S. L. Lawry of valuation of the property increases. |
had returned after
those
weary had given a penny he expected two ble angleworm.
Fairfield.
Nor is it entirely true or half
years of absence he gave way to the and would wait for the ^ “ nd after
We know fly fishermen who can
Partridges seem quite plentiful, 6 true that either half or quarter' of
most excravagant delight. The man he had taken the first, until he go match creels with anyone if condi
lots
being brought to by Martin Lusoomh, the famiijy holdings in wood
spoke; the momentary illusion was it
To be sure
That he kneiw exactly when
, tions are propitious.
are gone or half gone.
Every wint
Messrs.
Brunn
and
Sbatlock,
Edward
dispelled; the dog went sadly back
effective Fisher and Mr. Geo. A. Clapp and er there comes to light in Eastern
vas entitled to one
cer. the woqm will often be
to his place, lay wearily down and
when the fly is not.
Perhaps con
Maine in 50 acre lots, or in town
when he ought to g
John S. Adams.
died.
ditions are reversed at times, though
ships or sections precious old hold*
tain,, for he tried him often.
not so frequently.
It is really a
And I know of the case of a cat
togs— often from Bangor residents—
Ansley Newman, of Buffalo, U. Squestion of spirit and pleasure. The
that waitdhed over its mistress, who
whjijch,
some speculator has wheed
A., tells the following:
worm wiilfiL bring in the fsb, but the A “ D I M M E R ” FOR M O T O R L I G H T S led frcm its original family ownership
was ill. . Day after day it came
art is necessarily a crude one as
“ W e h‘ad stopPed at a lUtle ^
upstairs, jumped on her bed and
with much certainly o f act and re
for lunch.
We were eating, when compared with that of the fly, and
examined tire patient,
who grew
cording.
|>
Our feeble local effort to lessen
worse.
The cat gave up hope, be in came a huge St. Bernard dog with pre-eminently of the dry fly. The dif
The craze for buying wild lands of
•Hnsnice St. Barnard engraved on has ference is in a way comparable to the glaring lights of automobiles be
came ill and died.
spruce and fir which took Maine
collar.
H e b e g g e d for something to
that between killing your duck on comes merely the reflection of Nat about the tune when Grover Cleve
A friend in Edinburg tells us that eat and got it.
He was sitting by the water with a 1-gauge and pulling ional! action.
The danger and draw land was President, and the Great
a carriage horse owned by
Capt. me when the thought flashed through
him down at 30 yards with a
20. backs of the present foolish use of Northern Paper Company w'as organi
Watson, of Ardow, gave a remarkabl my mind:
I wonder if he knows You may get more ducks with the blinding headlights is being felt ail
dislpay of
sagacity ‘lately.
The how to shake hands.
Instantly up former, but you (must shoot with the over the country, and the govemmen zed with headquarters at Miliinocket, from even before the days of the
horse had been grazing in a field came his pawat Washington is moving to recom Aroostook wan. before several
later and stluot weliK
dowr
for some time, but he managed to
Ernest IngersoU gives some in
induced Easters in fine uniform went up aSo with: the fly.
Watch an ex mend a general change,
get out and traveled a considerable stances of animal partnership am
pert casting with the dry fly as he thereto by the Automobile Club of long the old “ Aroostook tote road.” .
distance to Darvaig, on the north
ar* amazing.
The use of motor cars Bamgr, Maine, lias been headquarters
lays his lure gently on the water America.
west of Mull.
The road passes the!
in every part of the pool, and you has become so general
that
the for making uncounted fortunes
tin
village smithy, and the
blacksmith1 Many animals go into partnership
will have a new conception of
the whole country is involved.
with
each
other.
Sometimes
it
*
s
a
The
tiruberland investments, and the rag- /
was astonished to see the
horseJ
art of fishing.
If you can imitate country roads as well as city streets
ing uncontrolled forest fire of the
standing in front of the door holding! union of the strong with «&» Wea
him
you
w
it
know
that every fish are subject to the danger of the Maine woods has been the bane of
and
the
benefit,
so
far
as
we
can
his foreleg up.
He required a new
Perhaps they are |every loyal Maine timber-cruiiser.
shoe, and when this was on he see, ilS wholly one-sided, but often that comes to the creel is the fruit glaring lights.
of
your
own
skill.
You
have
out
visible
advantage
results
to
both.
more
subject
to
it,
for passage
is j Think of the names which shriine
galloped back to the field he had
left.
Jackals and hyenas, that dog th « guessed “ Mr, FantinaLis” in his own more hazardous on the roads. Journ brightly on the pages of Maine his- <
element and you can remember with eys of hundreds of miles are taken tory!
The names of old
Bangor ,
H. A. Page telJls the
following:' steps of lions in order to crack the out regret the ones that got away. constantly, wthdile the roads
sur l cifitizens; the Blakes, Herseys, Stet
bones
left
from
the
royal
feast,
can
One day a lad saw a young gosling
night sons, Stricklands; the old standbys
They ‘have earned their freedom.— rounding cities for miles at
struggling in the grasp o f a huge be of service onlly rarely as senti Springfield Republican.
are alive with motors, each carrying and the new Governors and United
nels;
and
what
return
can
be
made
cat.
It made a vigorous resistance,
the blinding lights and making oor States Senators frotai Maine.
This is the queerbut by the time the lad came to by the remora?
stantly dangerous every foot of the
lr-strlped
“
sucking-fish’’
which
at
Bangor though she is now' as noth- J
w a r n in g
to
th e
man
w ho
the rescue it was so severely bitten
way.
It is a tribute to the 'motor ing as a luumber market, has a very
taches
itself
by
the
sucker
on
.the
that it must have soon become its
l ig h t s a f ir e .
clubs., local and national, that they proud
and ancient history—none
antagonist’s victim.
The
youth top of its head to a turtle, or s.iark;
are taking hold of tills danger wit! prouder in New' England.
or
swordfish,
and
is
carried
about
continued Ms care over it until it
The part which forest fires played
A word of warning to the man who a determination to end it. The De
recovered frcm its injuries, dressing free for hundreds of miles.
partment of Commerce a t ‘ Washing to those old annals Is known and
lights
a
fire
to
the
woods
is
very
its wounds every day.
During his
The partnership between the shark
ton is experimenting to such good worthy o f lasting study.
j\>r it
attendance on it a friendship sprang and the p ’lot-fMi, however, seems timely just now. as is the following effect that a bureau director.
Dr. was to an appreciation o f the real ■
frc-lrn.
Outing:
You
are
going
camp
up between theMi, and the gosling to he one of mutual, service,
the
Have you thought Stratton, has devised a “ dimmer’’ value of Maine timber land that Ban
might be seen limping after
him! little one accepting the protection of ing this autumn.
that
an
especial
obligation
is laid on for the lights, which will be patent gor owes her present w-ealth and her
everywhere.
The boy departed for' his wonderful! patron and in recom
ed and dedicated to the
public.
school, and on lids return home at pense acting as an intelligent o f you to protect the woods in which yeti Meanwhile we do not have to wait famous title “ A city of rich timberown ers.”
find
rest
and
pleasure?
Every
year
holiday time was joyfully recognized ficer and guide.
dimkned
scores of forest fires are started by Here at home we long ago
Though “ Open Season” on Maihne
by the goose, whdCh showed its joy
Mosely gives vnost interesting at campers who neglect to drown out the lights on the interburban cars. big game animals is about to begin; I
as plainly as a dog, and
attached
count of their scouting for the mast the cooking fire when the meal was We can as easily have motor cars and though the “ attendance” of big
itself to him as before.
er; and he also mentions the habit over. The cigarette butt, the pipe use a mask for th e Idgluts which will game promises to be as sparing as
remove Idoes the presence of big timber
He became a man and the gosling ual attendance in the South seas ashes, the lighted
match,, thrown make a twilight effect aAd
glare. trees, there is hope for both this
a goose, but neither of them outliv of a petrel upon the whale.
down carelessly,, may easily be the the danger of the blinding
Perhaps
after
a
while
we
shall
be year.
means of destroying thousands
of
dollars’ worth of standing timber able to get the help of the authori
Let Maine continue her watchful
and perhaps imperilling human Life. ties in enforcing the Law, which de ness over her big game
interest. :
A pail of water doused on the fire mands that such lights he treated so even more than of old, and let
will prevent this, and it is not a as to remove the danger and stJL1 Maine conserve her millions of acres
difficult thing to remember or to do. leave a oar lighted as a warning for in timberlands against the devastate I
That is all that is need tog effects of for-st fMires, and still
Nothing is so unsightly as a Litter of approach.
We began wrong.
In Europetin cans and other rubbish on an old ed.
make Maine and Bangor, Maine, the \
camp site.
Bury it before
you even steam locomotives do not carry c iosen resort of the moose, deer and
leave.
Usually the woods will pro the blazing headlgihts that ours do, bear hunter of the eastern forests.
vide all the firewood you need
in but simply a small light as a warning. —Bangor Daily New'S.
lighted
the shape of dead timber
that is Nothing more is needed in
With
ideal for bu ruing.
Therefore spare city streets on motor cars.
the green trees; except for the nec the help of motor clubs everywhere
reach
essary stakes and backlogs. A young we shall soon, let us hope.,
farmer once proclaimed the startling the sensible stage with reference to
doctrine that the land which he had automobiles.—Indianapolis News.
demand a properly functioning body and
bought was not his.
He had merely
a clear-thinking brain. N othing so
bought the use of it, and his obliga iiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiMiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiifimniniimiiiiMiiiMiiiiiim
quickly clogs both brain and body as
tion as a good citizen required that
constipation. Irregular bow els induce
\
lie pass it on to the next man
as
sluggishness in mind and muscle.
Light, tender, m outh-m elting cake, the
good as, or better then he found it.
A teaspoonful o f the fam ou s “ L. F. ”
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
This has a wider application than he
A tw ood’ s Medicine, taken before or a f
dreamed.
There are few of the ac
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
ter meals, relieves the w orst case o f
434 Congress S t.,
tivities of Life on which it has not
constipation in the shortest tim e, as
family or a. splendid big rich one for
a bearing.
I PORTLAN D , M A IN E I
of

HFALTH
and Happiness

akes Cakes Like 1his!

! Catering to “ Up State” Folks 1

Inewchasehouse)

the birthday party.

W onderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther— a help in household economy
— because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red W inter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. G ood grocers like

to seii \Villiam Yell Flour
c.

h.

McK e n z ie

t r a d in g co .,

Ph il l ip s , Ma in e .

l28)

handsome

s t r in g

of

bass

A party of Lewiston men returned
recently from a day’s fishing at Ta
coma Lakes.
They brought in a
handsome string of bass and one of
the fishermen declared that some of
them were caught with a fly.
Fie
said it had been so warm during the
test few days that he tried the fly
merely as an experiment.
It
ie
said to be very unusual for bass to
rise to a fly at this season, of the
year.

Mr. J. W . Cady’ s letter tells:
| Erected in 1911, and positively the only |
N ational M ilitary H om e,
Fireproof Hotel in the City
Togus, Maine.
| Elevator Service, Private and Pnhlie §
“
I
first
used
“ L. F . ” A tw o o d ’s M ed
§ Baths and every convenience for the com- §
icine 40 years ago, w'hen I cam e from
| fort of jrnests including
1
H O T A N D C O LD R U N N IN G
I the arm y. It relieves constipation and
I
W ATER AN D LOCAL AND
f keeps the bowels regular. For dizziness
1
LO N G
D IS T A N C E
TELE1 and loss o f appetite, it is a superior
1
P H O N E IN
EVERY
ROOM
1 rem edy. I f people would only try it,
1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED 1 th ey ’ d be convinced.”
(Signed) J. W . Cady.
| FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS h
] American Plan $2.50 per day, npward | The Big B ottle — 35 Cents at Your
1 European Plan $1,00 per day, npward 1 D ea ler’s
B Letters o f Inquiry reirardlnpr raton e t c . , prom ptly a n sw ered.

E

W rite U s for F R E E Sample Now .
1 II. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELE1N, 1
Proprietors.
|
“
L.
F . ” M E D IC IN E C O ., Portland, Me.
TiinmiiiiMiniiiiiiiimiiiiumminiMiiiiiuiuiiiciiiiiimiiiiiimiiiimmiiiiimmiii
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E X  *md would undoubtedly have

caused really rather, swim 30 miles than useful.
Hemp and sunflower seech especially valuable.
If you live in.
death on land as well, a«s medical ex I would walk it.
|other bird seed, and especiia.l/Iy nut- a city iTat or have no time or
opaminations have shown..
Weight is very essential, as fat is meats are most attractive to many portunity to do these things, you can
Greasing the body before a long heat. It is a well-known fact, that birds. With bits of broken peanuts yet nelp the birds by joining the
immersion is on the wane among all muscular mem cannot make good dis you can coax chickadees and nut- Massachusetts
Audubon
society,
Of recent years there has been a scientific swimjmers.
The old schocf tance swimmea-8, as they cannot en hatches to eat out of your hand, j whose organized work for their proconsiderable revival of long-distance imagined they must literally
cover dure the cold.
Weight is an
im Very many people are successful in, tection has been
effective since
swimming, and no little interest in the body with heavy ill-smelling stuff portant factor in crossing or swim this, and suet and split
narrow7 1896.”
this branch, of athletics is
taken/ such as automobile or Albany grease, ming against the different currents
bones, refuse meat, all are eagerly j It is among birds that the
most
not only by those who
participate, porpoise oil, etc,, in the belief that one will meet with in an
oepn-sea eaten.
i interesting examples of partnership
but by a number of enthusiastic fol it not only keeps the body warm, but! swim.
In England, it is
claimed
“ Many ingenious and useful appili- are found—sometimes with
other
lowers.
Charles B. Durborow,
aj acts as a preventive of cramps as that no man under 200 pounds can
ances have been devised for feed-1 birds, and often with.
animals of
well-known
long-distance swimmer! well.
This is an entirely errone successfully hope to swim the chan ing the birds,—food-tables,
food-j another class.
That familiar little
recently contributed an interesting ous idea, for it clogs the pores, stop nel.
sticks, food-bells*, trollycar and wea- company of our winter woods is a
article on his favorite sport to the' ping the discharge of poisonous mat
Conditions are undoubtedly
the; ther-cock, restaurants,—and the birds, mutual aid society, not only enjoyPhiladelphia Public Ledger.
It is ter through the skin.
Personally,, I most important thing in a big test cf enjoy them all.
But they approve ing each ether's companionship, but
in part as follows: —
use plain lard or Crisco, which
is endurance.
No two days were ever as well a bare spot trampled in the profiting ty their varied wrays of
The one main thing to become a perfectly harmless, and my chief rea alike, ard no two tides w7ere ever
Birds
snow, though near dwellings it is searching for similar fare.
great long-distance swimmer is t< son for using even this is to prevent the same.
Sailing is such a “ be well to feed the birds on a raise are friendly creatures as a rule, and
learn to take your time.
Swim as chafing.
The matter of nourish, loved sport” because the sailor n'ever platform of some sort,— a board set often nest in companies, not only in
slowly and as easily as you possibly ment during a swim i<s one that must finds the same condition®
twice. upon a post if nothing more,—lest rookeries of their own kind alone,
can.
“Take your time” is the gate be left to the swimmer to
decide. Neither doe® the swimjner.
One cats find the feeding place a good hut by various species carrying on
way to all distance honors. By such Cnee again I am entirely alone in my day the sea is warm and there is a
hunting ground.
Once you begin to their domestic life in clos e proxim
a method you develop a gait which opinion, for I never take nourisihimen perfect calim, upon the waters;
an feed the birds in winter, you should, ity, yet peacefully, and all rallying
never varies and in a swim like the and do not believe in it.
To me other day a gentle or even
strong by all means, keep it up while the to defend the whole community aEnglish el.arret, ti e goal of all dis it seflus that the stomach is not in a wind is helping the sw7in:mer mater
snow lasts.
The need of
this gainst threatened danger.
tance swimmers, steadiness
wiilil| condition to aseimflate and absorb ially op his w7ay; still another
day will readily be seen.
Romanes quotes a remarkable story
triumph ever both speed and skill food during constant exercise, and he finds the waters dead against
about
a cat’s reasoning power. While
“ Next to feed., with birds as with
combined.
Learn one stroke,
the that it only lies there and
causes him washing tie angry
w; itecar®
a parraf.n lamp was being trim
man,
comes
the
housing
problem.
one which suits you best, and wthidh nausea.
The few times I did try into his face and almost stopping 1 is
med, some cf the oil fell on the back
Many of our most useful birds ne t
you believe you can do the best with i nourishment, stomach sickness fol progress.
The moon having the con
T
h
ey!0*
tlie cat" and a cinder from the
naturally
in
holes
in
trees.
ar.d then stick to that and nothing lowed.
On the other hand, while trcling influence on the tides—-the
fire shortly afterward touching it,
else.
In a long swim—be it
five swimming across Delaware bay,, in highest and swiftest tides will! Qcw Iuse them also for shelter from cold the fur became ignited.
The cat
ard storm, and s!lteep in them at . ,
J
hours or 25 hours— it will pay
to 14 hours and 15 minutes, I did not on the full new moons.
The . . . .
,
|
jiDstantly made for the door, and,
night, winter and summer.
In wild:
•
’
rely on ycur one familiar streke. If take anything at all and
finished wind plays another important part,
running up the village street, plung
regions decaying trees give this op
you are growing tired you might as feeling fine.
No other
distance as the wind, “ with the tide” will
ed into the watering trough.
She
portunity.
In our gardens and ore! we 1 quit—as to cltange youir stroke swimmer agrees with me.
Brown, faiake it run a full hour longer wihile
had seen her human friends at home
ards
we
do
not
permit
decay
and
will not rest you, but only tire youj while net taking nourishment dur'ng a wind against a tide will shorten
put out their kitchen fire
with
must provide bird-incuses. Bluebirds,
more quickly.
The le^s weight jom a swim, yet will drink a couple of its flow.
water and she (must have reasoned
tree
swallows,
wrens,
martins,
crest
carry the better.
Most distanc* quarts of cold beef tea just before
from, this fact.
Along our Atl/anfic coast it will be
ed flycatchers, woodpeckers of all
swimmers wear only a pair otf trunks plunging in,
The following quotation from Mr.
Richard is a great be found that a northwest or west wind
species,
nuthatches,
chickadees,
for
or a light one-piece cotton suit at liever in chocolate, and will eat a will make the ebb tide run
mucl h
,, , ,
,.
. . . ! Belli reveals in the most unequivo. .
„
most.
It is advisable to wear a half-dozen cakes on a swim. He has faster and longer tlian normal. While mstance, are all hole-nesting birds cal. manner surprising
powers of obrubber scull cap., for not only does it a small aloohoi stove on the stern a northeast or east wind will pile up ard may be encouraged by putting up servatiion and rational action
on
simple bird-houses.
These may vary
prevent serious effects from a burn-' of his pilot boat and takes hot cof a terrific flood tide.
part of the leaf-cutting ants of
The
rainfall
in
size
to
suit
the
species.
An
all
ing sun beating down on one’s head,' fee, hot milk, beef
I South America: —
tea and even wiil pHay its part too., especially in
round box for bluebirds, tree swal
but in cold water helps beyond be scrambled eggs.
river swimming.
For in time® ®f
“A nest was mad® near one of
lows and other birds of that size,
lief by protecting the back of the
. ,
,
|our tramways, and to get to t.ie
When Burges fllwam the channel be floods, suoli as often occur in the .....................
be six or eight inches deep, L
. . , .
head and upper neck from the cold.' had a food expert alcnig, and every spring and fall, the river faiKIjr should
,
.
i trees the ants had to cross the rails
four or five in diaSmeter, have a;
, . , ,,
The base of the brain is the all im-i half-hour took nourisliment,. including boils.
1over winch the wagons were
consheltering rainproof,, projecting roof, *.___,,
,
.
„
portant part to be protected.
&
tmually passing and repassing. Every
champagne, currant jelly,
chicken
be ventilated and have an e n t r a n c e th,ey came aloag a nu)mber of
1 dare say no two men
would broth, hot dhocolafe, grapes, etc. In
hole near the top, up under the ro o fL nte were crush,ed to deathl.
They
agree on the subject of
training. tact, alii the channel swimm-rs enjoy
AN projection, 1V2 inches in
diameter. persevered In erosstog for
so,m,e
Men like Brown and Richards be a full course dinner on their iway. P R O T E C T IN G T H E B IRD S.
Smaller birds may use a
smaller ^
^
at la9t set to ^,ork and
lieve in taking things easy while in The gTeat Capt. Webb, peeT of all
A U DUB ON P R O P A G A N D A .
training and wiM pro baldly not swi^n distance swimmers, confired himself
house.
Larger ones should
have |turmeled underneath each rail. One
larger apartments, but the proper-. day wheh tbe wagon was not runniing
more than two or three miles
at to brandy and beer.
Miss
R<">se
sprints—thus saving their weight and Pitcncf believes eggnegg to be
tions may remain about the
same, j stopped up the tunnels with stones,,
the
“ The birds are your good fniends,” There are many makers of
bird-^)U^. th o u g h great numbers carrying
stamina for the supreme test. Brown, beet fcod of all.
! says the pamphlet, “ First Principles houses making many types. Sirup e ieaves -wene thus cut off from the
who is now in England ready to try
“ Sail't eyes” is a common 'ccimiplaint Iof Bird Protection,” issued by the ones sell from 25 cents^up. Elabor- re,s^ they would not cross the rails,
to cross the Channel, swam not more
Audubon
society
in
distance swimming. A swimmer Massachusetts
than one mile at any time in all his
ate ones from $5 to $75.
^ any but set to work making fresh tuntrudge cm “ Why not protect them on your horn people make their own and *ir-d nels underneath
preparation with the one exception, of 1 ke myself, who uses the
them,” —T. P.’s
It continues:
“ They them successful.
The
low-priced -^reekly,
a 13-mile swim five days before he stroke end buries Ms head in the sal grounds?”
■■
sailed.
My methods ar* exactly water at every stroke, is bound to will repay you a hundredfold, not ones can be bought almost sa cheap-!
No ! only by the jcy of their presence, bu ly as made and are thoroughly good. I
opposite to other distance men. I suffer tortures with his eyes.
j by eating the insects that otherwise
“ Success with bird-houses depends)
believe in hard work and lots of it. gogg’ ee car i n --------- —c.•»■«.*« w ll
' are such a plague.
Even if you much on how and where they are put
fit
tight
enough
t~
keen
t’’
e
Kvcter
In preparing for a big swim I start
open water work as soon as the icei out. If they could be Inade to fit live in a city flat, it will pay you to up.
They should usually be from 6;
T rn M
n r v r i D C
is cut of tlie river, and continue my so tight a headache would result. To help people in the country protect to 15 feet from the ground, in sa™ f U K
1 tK J V l U f
1 L A K iJ
More birds mean more or partial shade, not in the
deep
self to sh-ort dips until the water is protect my eyes all I can I keep thee the birds.
pro woods or deep shade.
Face them |
. —bearable.
Then I swim about two, shut meat of the time, just opening and better fruit and garden
The protection of birds is away from prevailing cold storms. M(|jne 0n , Eas(ern S ,ale Where
miles daily, while cnee a week I in t’ era every minute or so to see that ducts.
Orchard and
J
sist on a swim of 10 or 20
m iles.1I am following the stern of the pilot , one solution of the cost-of-living Ciean them yearly.
After swimming: i?purs
you problem.
There are three direc : shade trees near the house, poles
By the time my supreme test is at beat.
None May be Found,
hard I know that I can swim hours would be surprised how straight m e j and simple ways in which one w^-o.near shrubbery,, even the house ccrIf cn
with ease—that I will not tire
or will ‘swim, and I can open my eyes las even a tiny back yard may pr,o-in.ers are desirable sites,.
on To the Editor of Maine Wooasl
cramp.
True, I lose weight,, and, four or five minutes apart, and yet tect the birds and so attract thefcnj ieaning limbs, they should be
under side, hole facing
down.
from constant work, may grow stale very seldom leave my course. In this to the place as greatly to increase,
East Orange, N. J.
%
!This gives the family entrance
a
to a certain degree, but nevertheless-, way you are relying implicitly upon ^toeir numbers.
No doubt there will be considerable
This may be done at all seasons protection from rain which the birds
I would not change, and am convinc your pilot, which is always the cor
It is especially |apprecdate.
The early spring
lis: discussion this fa'll regarding moose
The majority of with good results.
ed my method is the best and safest. rect tiling to do.
we shall hear from various loMany believe in other exercises to distance swimmers use the English, needful in the winter time, when theithe begt time to put them out> but
Our winter bird® any time is a good
Sooner 0,r caJities in Maine that moose are inhelp condition one’s self.
I believe over-firm, the under-arm aide., or tlhe sdow lies deep.
creasing or decreasing in numbers. It
in rowing and will row thousand* of braaet stroke, and have their heads w,tl®terd even the severest cold if la.t er the birds wiiiil find them.
to’
But, when the snow cov“ j n hot weather, birds drink often seems to me tibiat*. if moose are
mile* in the open season.
Rich out of the water, and so can wear ; well fed.
s the frozen insects, dormant lar and sometimes must fly long
and
dis have any chance at all of holding,
ards is a canoe enthusiast, claiming goggles to protect their eyes
They delight to their own a close season for a term
that the muscles used in paddling ar have the advantage of seeing where vae, eggs and seeds of weeds on tances for water.
acwhich they naturally feed, they often bathe, too, and a sure way to attract of years is the only means to
nearly the same as those used
in they are going.
omp'lisih
this
end.
starve
in
great
numbers.
Feed
them
The trudgeon stroke has its advarn
tnem to one’s grounds and keep them
swimming.
ethers believe ki run
Maine is the only eastern
state
ning, walking* etc.
After
ali is tageee over the others as a rough- ' in your yard and near your home, there is to put out a bird bath. Th:is
where
moose
may
now
be
found
and
in
the
field®
and
woods
if
you
w
i|l:l.
When a head-on sea
should be shallow, not more than foir
said and done, Mike Murphy,
the water stroke.
it seems too bad for that asset to be
Almost
anything
eatable
is
useful.
is
running
the
trudgeon
swimmer,
ly
inches
deep
at
Least
and
sloping
grad
greatest trainer of mem the world
lost to the people of Maine.
ever knew, had the right idea. When ing on a level!' or even beneath the Grain and ‘soratclcfeed’ scattered on ually from the edges. If a fountain
A closed season of four or five
evergreen can play into this bath in a fine
& young man, asked leow to train to surface, will allow the water to roll trampled snow or under
years
would help, hut the law should
trees
will
keep
the
quail,
pheasants,
spray so much the better. The birds
beceme a runner, Murphy exclaimed: over 111-in without stopping his prog
bird® like a slower and will fltock to it or be passed this winter or it will be
"Run, d-u you, nun every chance you ress, while one swimming with the grouse and a host of si’maller
Bread crumbs and chaff hot dry days.
But*, even if
filled too late.
get!”
And this applies to siwEn head out of water -wiM be so buffet well fed.
Yours truly,
ding ae well.
To be a
sfwknaner. ed and pounded that he will find it from the barn floor are cheap and daily from a pail it is wonderfully
E. G. Kent.
I
effective.
Like the feeding station,
"just“swim.”
Ae regards diet, wdaille almost imposisibille to continue.
have
often
been
asked
the
question,
the
bird
bath
should
be
placed
where
many pay stall at attention to this, it
there is least danger from cats—on
never bothers me at all*. My motto; how I can mentally endure the monoT H E T A L E OF A T R A I L
People
a post or in the open where the
ie, “ Eat what you please and as truuoh tcry of hours in the water.
go
bird® can watch as they bathe.
as you want of it.”
In ease
you say., “ If it were me, I iwculd
Weill, to me an hour iis but
“ If you own land, post it and
desire in toorea&e your weight,
I mad.”
After finishing a motor tour from
Time seems to fly so
keep bird shooters from trespassing. Chicago to Seattle, Mr. W. G. Funck,
would suggest Lots of sugar, ofllve oil, a minute.
The Massachusetts Audubon society General Manager, Hewitt-Lea-Funck
butter and starting foods.
Of course fast tf at I cannot realize it. There
will supply you with, cloth posters Co.*, 'Seattle, toad many
it is annecesHary bo add
that all. are two reasons: First, I really en
/interesting
free.
The shotgun is still, as it experiences to relate.
habits sudi a® drinking and :pnok-J joy every minute cf it, and that is
love
always has been, the greatest ene At one time,
big «iPail lb* death, knell of any at belt the battle, as one must
while
traveling
one’s work, no matter what it is to
my the birds have. Eliminate cats through Montana, he became confus
hlete.
as far as possible.
There is no ed as to the correct route.
While
Tdia great dread of all swimmers succeed; second* I believe in mind
and
living creature except man, so deadly at a standstill in the road and un
is cramps.
These are
entirely over body to a certain extent,
to birds as the cat.
To encourage able to determine the proper course
muscular,, confined chiefly to
the that you grow mentally tired before
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
nesting birds in general,
plant to pursue, he noticed the imprints of
ealraa of Mia lege and feet and while you grow physically tired. So when
shrubbery.
Rambler roses on the Firestone Non-Skids in the trail be
very painful, often forcing a man to swinaming I am absolutely oblivious t
Offers room with hot and
cold water for $1.00 per day
porch almost invariably bring the fore him.
retire, w.ll not prove fate,!, although the fact just as you are when walk
and up, which includes free
chipping sparrow.
In massed flow
Says Mr. Funck,, “ Firestone Nonthe injured m/usc^es will hunt for a ing or driving, and mamd is far
use o f public shower baths.
ering shrub®, lilacs for instance, the Skids have pultfed me out of many a
week afterward.
They are due to a way, thinking about the past or fu
on Nothing to Equal This in New England
catbird will quite often build, and former difficulty, so I believe I will
the lack of exercise and use of tliese ture, wliile my stroke fs going
in
A host of other birds that nest in follow this trail and see what hap
nuueclee, The great trouble is that autopnjatioal/lfy as your leg® are
Rooms with private bathe
shrubbery may come—song sparrows, pen®.”
too many srwimjraeirs, with Little or no walking, and often I wake up with a
for $ 1 .50 per day and up;
suites of two rooms and bath
vireos, warblers and
many other
For nearly 500 miles he was able
real preparation, try too big a test, start just remembering where I am
for $4.00 per day and up.
imprints,
species.
Plenty of shrubbery will to follow the non-skid
There is no
and quite naturally the musclfles can and what I am doing.
A B S O L U T E L Y F IR E P R O O F
bring the birds at all seasons for which proved a true guide and even
not be exipected to work
.smoothly reason at all why swimming slnouM
Strictly a Tem perance Hotel
food and shelter, even if they do tually led him into familiar territory.
8-nd untiringly with no previous prac be a bit more tiring than walking if
Send for Booklet
me
not nest there.
Shrubs wthich bear “Firestones have never failed
tice.
The cramps that prove fatal the stroke is on easy one and suited
I would just as leave, or, IpSTORER F. C E /F T S C'V. M rratvr
berries that persist in winter are yet” affirms Mr. Funck.
*re due to a weak or strained heart, to you.
PERT D E S C R IB E S T H E SPO RT.

A CLOSE SEASON

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
Are delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
biles. being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun
tain climbing automobiling, etc.
Write for'booklet.

H. P. McKENNEY. Proprietor.

Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you

the

exact

co st

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
rates to all during October and November. I will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
The G a rry P on d G am ps

YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
f i s h i n g
AT
J o h n ~ < 2 a r v ille ’s C a m p s
at Spring Lake
" Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
*re most charmingly, situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
Blevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest seenary and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
Milage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

JIM POND G A M P S
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

W E S T END
HOTEL
H. M. ■CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine
Thoroughly first class, l'he hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing ua to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
DEAD RIVER REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s idea) family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
OUANANICDE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream. Washington Co.. Me
World wide known for its famous fishing,
yaoation and hunting country.
Norway Pine# Hom-e and Camps. Dohsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steames tz
any part of the laae territory. The best hunt
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
*
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis. The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis, Maine.
VIA RUMFORO FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

CHASE POND CAMPS.
Now is the
tu.13 to plan your 1914
Jug Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woorisr
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Raies reasonable. Write for booklet.
GLJt. CHADOIJRNE. Prop.,

Bingham, Maine

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
June, September, October and Novem
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. L'oothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island.
RANGELEY TAVERN

8 LAKE VIEW MOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.

Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be for sale at the Camps.
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. Write for information to

P H IL L IP S ,

M A J N E , O C T O B E R 1, 1914.

COMPLETE AUTO | | SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD
TIME TABLE
HUNTING CAMPS

GOOD
ROADS

In Effect, September 27th, 1914.

Boston Party Can Sleep In Car. fo

F A R M I N G T O N Passenger Trains leave Farm
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at

5.16 P. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.65 A. M,
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.1C
P. M.
..
PLEA FOR WIDER ROADWAYS
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.36 A. M aYid leaves
at 11.00 A. M.
Fourteen-Foot Road W ill Outlast Three
One of the most unique haunting:
STRONG PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Nine-Foot Roads and Is Much
parties that will enter the
Maine ! Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 137 P. M. For
Better In Every Way.
woods thfis fall, will he that made j Phillips at 12.37 P. M-. and for Phillips and
Kangeley at 5.47 P. M. and for Bigelow at 5.60 P.
un of Freeiman N. Young of Arldng-1 M.
Have not our counties and townships i
ton, Roy Faye of Boston and Dr. Al- j Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
been wasting a good bit of our money
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
by building 9-foot roadbeds on 24 by bent H. Tuttle of Boston. They will P. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.16
20 foot wide road grades? A 24-foot j comie by automobile.
A. M. and from Kinufield at 8 25 A M., and from
This does not seem to be mucJh |Farmington at li.4o A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
wide grade is plenty wide enough for
a 14-foot roadbed. Then why spoil out of tlve ordinary!, but this auto is 1.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
a good grade by putting on a 9-foot probably tire only one of its kind in Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For
road when it costs less than one-third existence, for it ds in reality a Rangeley at 6.16 P- M.
more to make a good job of it? Foui- camp on wheels, and all the com -Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
e. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at
teen feet is sufficient width for two forts of home can. be enjoyed while 12.55
12.20 P.M .
tracks: that would mean just one- the machine is going.
MIXED
TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30
The arrange
half of the wear on the road. Then ments in this house on wheel© are |A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
Farmington at 2.15 P. 5C. Rangeley 3.16 P. M.
wo can drive so as to have a wheel on the idea of Mr. Young, who had the j
RANGELEY PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
each side of the center and that makes
Farmington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.C0 P.
machine built to order for this trip.
one more track and will be equal to
M.
When
arranged
for
traveling
the
a 9-foot road. So you see we have
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
three times the wearing surface on a machine dees not look much differ A. M. and leaves at 10.55 A. M.
SALEM
PASSENGER TRAIN leaves at 1.00
14-foot roadbed that we do on a 9-foot. ent from any other machine, with j
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
the
exception
of
the
seats,
which
are
j
Then we have a chance to pass other i
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
rigs without one or both going into j wide and high-hacked.
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Fain;,
the ditch. Now this is claiming quite
In making a hunting trip in this ; ington at 12.40 P. M.
a lot for one-third more expense, but I manner, the hunters need not both- j MIXED TRAINS leave for Farrr.iDgton at 6.45
A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.

Make Tour of the State

think a 14-foot road will outlast three er to make a town or pitch a tent j
9-foot roads, has a handier surface and for the night|, for they will be able I B I G E L O W PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
Farmington at 10.60 A, M. and arrives at 7. 28 P.
HENRY J. LANE,
is better in every way, writes John D.
M. Arrives from Kingfield at 10.10 A. M. and
they j leaves
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham. Me. De Cou in Michigan Farmer. If you to pass the nighlt anywhere
for Kingfield at 7.36 P. M.
happen
to
stop.
SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Rangeley at 10.5«
come up behind a rig you have a
OTTER POND CAMPS
By an ingenious
arrangement. I A. M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong. 12.47 P. M..
chance to get by. * If you are driving
arriving at Fartringtcn 1.20 P. 1,1. Returning
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
an auto you do not have to go outside [ when camp is to be pitched, the side |leave Farmington at 1.10 P. M. Strrrg, 2.22 P.
ing and hunting. Send for circular.
M Phillips, 2.46 P. M,. arrivirg at Rangeley at
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
of the hard roadbed and take chances curtains can be fastened on or the 4.25
P. M.
Caratunk, Me.
outfit left open.
A compartment in j
on skidding into the ditch.
F. N. BEAL. Gen’ l Manager,
A 9-foot roadbed has but one track. ; the rear is left opened and a long 1
Phillips, Maine.
PIERCE POND CAMPS will be run during hunt Where the wheels run it gets packed table or hoard is thus slid out This j
ing season by Mrs. C. A. Spalding and daughter.
perfectly
solid
and
a
heavy
load
will
No better place in Maine for Deer, Bear and ]
is fastened by straps to a heavy
Birds. Low rates as possible. For particulars J crush 9-11 small stones into dust, and
hunters can
bar, which is drawn up and braced, j hunting, but if thq
Address, Mrs. C. A. Spalding.
the first auto that comes along sucks
Caratunk, Maine
and thus two beds are formed in ! bring along their house with them
it up on the front side of the wheels
there is no reason why the fisher
and then blows it clear off the track the rear of the machine.
men
should not also, and if
the
The
seats
can
be
laid
flat
and
the
when they let go. This doesn’t seem
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
much, but when from one to fifty or seats and back cushions thus make [ fishermen why not also the vacat
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
more beds.
The mattresses Iionist?
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large more go over the same track it soon twro
Togue Private log Cabins neatly furnished for counts. Meanwhile, the horses travel for the beds in the rear are filled i By and by may we
not expect
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
time to see the Cape shore and tho Is
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm ing in the center with iron-shod hoofs with air, so that in the day
Send for Booklet
W. H- BEAN, Proprietor. have kept that dug loose and it gradu while traveling these can be folded j lands of the bay dotted in summer
Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.
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Wolves are the most difficult of all
animals to traps, and it is usually by
Working upon their uncontrollable curi
osity that they are most easily de
ceived. The “ campfire set” is one of
the best. When a man makes camp in
the forest the wolves, if there are any
near, are sure to note his whereabouts.
When he has gone they trot up to in
vestigate the ground, and with due
caution pick up any scraps he may
have left lying about. The “campfire
set” is made as follows: First, hollow
A Good Road in Michigan.
out an oblong hole in the ground, just
large enough to take the trap, and per on more gravel it will not pack in the
haps five inches deep. Cover the trap center, but keep working into the
with a sheet of brown paper, and over |wheel tracks, making them still higher,
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“ smudge” fire before setting it, and But not so with a 9-foot road. They
then inclose it in a paper bag.—H. will all follow the same track, no mat
ter how crooked the first pattern is.
Mortimer Batten, in Wide World.
It will be better to build 14 feet or
wider in the first place, than to build
nine feet and then wider afterward,
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quarter oot.”

Will the automobile displace the
sporting cam|p in the Maine woods?
Probably it will never do so en
tirely but there will soon be.
in
this state, a machine whdoh serves
as a living room as well as a means
of locomotion.
A party of Massa
chusetts men are coming to the
state in it to hunt deer and wrlien
they get here they are going to
live in it.
! Of course these people are com
ing to Maine for the
purpose of

constantly in demand.
He alls just
returned from the big national match
at the Seagirt, N. J., range, one of
the first ranges in the
country.
There he was the range officer
of
the shoot.
For several years
he
has been one of the ragne officers
at the annual national military rifle
shoots at Camp Perry, Ohio.
In
addition to that he has handled many
other events in various parts o f the
country and a few yeans ago
was
selected to run the big
national
school boys shoot held iin Washing
ton.
At this match Ms work
won
the highest praise from allwho wit
nessed fit.— Bangor Daily News.
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What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven't some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent,

Ham

mock or something else you don't want.

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things fo r others, and we can do the
same fo r you.

Kates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Departm ent,
M AIN E WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

